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ABSTKACT 

Thtr report contains descriptions of the outer bounds íes of the Minimum, 
5th-, 50tn-, ^nd 95th-percentile grasping-reach envelopes oí seated, shirt¬ 
sleeved operators. The two most important are the Minimum and F,îh-percentile 
envelopes. These envelopes have been calculated to permit 99+ percent or 
95 percent of the Air Force population, respectively, to reach any point at their 
boundaries. The report contains a critical resume of previous investigations of 
arm reach, and a description of the AMRL Grasping-Reach Measuring Device. 
The data-gathering and statistical procedures are included, and applications of 
the reach envelopes are discussed. Horizontal contoi ■ representing the outer 
boundary of the Minimum, 5th-, bOth-, and 95th-percentile giasoing-reach 
envelopes are presented for each 5-inch level beginning at 5 inches below 5RP 
(Seat Reference Point) and extending to 50 inches above SRP. The Minimum 
envelope extends from 2.5 Inches below SRP to 48 Inches above; the 5th- 
percentile envelope from 4 Inches below SRP to 48.75 inches above. Horizontal 
distances from SRP to the boundary of eact' envelope are given at 15® intervals. 
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SECTION I 

INTRODUCTION 

f T?ls iS the flrst oi a serles of reports concerned with the reach capability 
ot the United States Air Force population. The purposes of th<s report are to 
describe the outer boundaries of the Minimum, 5th-, 50th-, a.'.d 95th-percentile 
grasping-reach* envelopes for the shirt-sleeved, seated operator, and to discus 
the factors influencing his read, capability. Future programs will include more 
etailed studies of minimum and maximum taasplng-reach capabilities of the 

seated and semi-supine operator In shirt sleeves and wearing a full-pressure 
suit. Reach capability of the unrestrained seated operator wUl also be studied. 

r ê nfl bn ! tv T r - a rPLe Se*íted 33 PhaSe reports under the ^ neral title, "Reach Capability of the UoAF Population." 

s 

The most important reach envelopes described in this report are the 
Minimum and 5th-pe.centile envelopes, whose boundaries are within thumb-and- 

°f 99+uaad 95 Petent, respectively, of the Air Force population 
as described by Hertzberg, Daniels, and Churchill (ref 16). Hand operated 
controls can be located in accordance with the limits of these envelopes with 
assurance that correspondingly high proportions of the population will be 
accommodated. 

The stimulus to ascertain those envelopes came from the realization that 
similar studies in the literature failed to include adequate treatments of reach 
throughout the total range cf capability. Acceptable reach data were available 

n y for that sector of the reach envelope extending to the right irom the mediam 

Da:ato9uldeplacementof.m“ 

Most data previously reported were obtained on subjects whose torsos were 
virtua ly immobilized by means of a taut lap belt and shoulder harness or similar 
restraining device Whereas this condition of restraint was common during World 

of that'o7íhe Düofof UyHUndentSlÍCh COnditions proved to be ^ characteristics 
Inertia reel U ùled? " h‘9h-perIormance al'CTaft ^ shoulder-harness 

rMrh mUSt,btf Withln easy reach of the piloî- Although the use of 
modation for , thOSve(^ Klng' MorTOW' and Gilmer (ref 24) will assure accom¬ 
modation for a very high percentage of the Air Force population in the sectors of 
the envelope treated, the data tend to be unnecessarily conservative. It appears 
.o reflect a condition of greater shoulder restraint than is now practiced. 

* In this report the term 
jecond phalanx (middle 

grasping-reach denotes grasp between the thumb and the 
segment) of the forefinger. See also Procedures. 

1 
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♦K« inerte rppl mav be locked manually# or It may be lock 

usually occvu'S alter manual adlustment of the older type of shomder harness. 

The requirement is stated as follows: 

••All coitrols essential to flight operation shall be easily 
by the approprt ™ member when seated with sea. belt fastened and shoulder 

harness in place but not necessarily locked." (ref 30. par 4.1a.) 

King. Morrow, and Vollmer (ref 24, P 11) have emphasized the requirement 

in human engineering terms: 

"It is not intended that a pilot be rigidly immobilized oy his 

iC^^Mr"eme^,sma;cau^Pl^^---f 
- 4»,, inen cinht of his instruments momentarily, auer p 

»nuou. and increase the difficulty In Interpreting his orientation In space. 

U ,s the shirt-sleeved reach capability under this condition of restraint that Is 

described in this report. 

In l9¿7 when King, Morrow, and Vollmer reported maximum fingertip 

,acn capability -re were ?w -“"^d Le 

r=w^Ä^-ngr ^ento. contas 

cockpits and gun turrents as early as 9 o{ „pabiiity, statistical 
available regarding man's reach ^udhout ^ J P h onVelope 

data on the dimension for FunL-‘ R“ch and USlng 
was estimated, using the 5th P . , Corps, and used in valuation 
other anthropometric data sathere investigations were documented In 

"“oí ^r^w^the^dhd .tl no^ml their « 

the open literature. Most of the» work, (ref 35) 

ffnâlS£S^Sïïlc efforts in varfo-r^^Tand it Is now 

fruitful to review the literature to date. 

Kina Morrow and Vollmer determined the maximum fingertip reach capa- 
r1 9u 4 1 t 'rm at 15° 45° 75°, and 105° to the right and left of the billty for the right arm at lb , J < 

2 
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mid-line (O*) f/om 8 inches below Seat Reference Point (SRP)* to 52 inches above 
it. The combined reach envelope was presented in the form of horizontal sections 
at 6-inch levels. The sample consisted of 139 male Navy personnel. The 
subjects wer"3 restrained by a conventional aircraft lap belt and shoulder harness. 
The investigators calculated the means, standard errors of the means and standard 
deviations for maximum fingertip reaches, and from them determined a fingertip 
reach envelope within which 93 percent of. their sample could reach all points on 
its boundary and 98 percent could reach any single point on its boundar/. It 
extended irom 2 Inches below SRP to 46 Inches above SRP. Although right-arm 
reach was measured throughout 210“, ie, 105° to the right and IOS1’ to the left 
of the median plane, only that segment extending 75° to the right of tire median 
plane was considered in the derivation of this envelope. The dimensions of this 
envelope appear in table 1. 

In a later paper King (ref 23) reported essentially these same data but with 
additional Information on the characteristics of the fingertip reach envelope when 
the subjects were permitted to flex their torsos 18 inches forward. In 1948, 
King and Swearingen (ref 25) used the reach data reported by King, Morrow, and 
Vollmer (ref 24) :o determine the adequacy of placement of controls in the DC-3 
and DC-4 aircraft. 

In 1949, Swearingen (ref 41) described an adjustable cockpit mockup 
consisting of 15 vertical frames, mounted at 10° internals to 105° right and left 
of the median plane (0°). Each frame supported 15 horizontal measuring members. 
Twenty-one vertical measuring rods were located in the ceiling of the mockup. 
Altogether 246 points could be located in space to simulate different sizes and 
shapes of workspaces. This device appears to have been used primarily in 
evaluations of existing or experimental workspaces rather than for the derivation 
of basic reach data. 

Dempsey (ref 6) described a "workspace measuring device" with which 
the "maximum, minimum, and optimum space requirements of Air Fo:uc Pilots 
when seated in the cockpit situation" could be determined. Intended as a 
simplification of Swearingen's device, this equipment consisted of a seat and 
an overhead rack mounted in a vertical plane through SRP. Ten horizontal 
measuring-sticks were mounted at 6-inch intervals on the forward vertical 
member of the rack, rive similar measuring-sticks were mounted vertically on 
the horizontal overhead member. Each horizontal measuring-stick was calibrated 
to indicate the distance from a knob on its near end to a vertical axis through SRP. 
The vertical measuring-slicks were calibrated to indicate the distance to the 
horizontal plane through SRP. Thî seat was mounted on a platform which could be 

* Seat Reference Point (SRP) is the point of intersection of the mid-line of the 
seat with the mid-line of the seat back. 

3 
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TABLE 1 

THE MAXIMUM DISTANCE AT VARIOUS POINTS IN 
THE BOUNDARY AREA FOR OPERATION OF MANUAL CONTROLS* 

*The maximum distance (inches) at various points in the boundary área for operation 
of manual controls which car, be reached by 97.93% of the population at each posi¬ 
tion and 92.9% of the Naval Medical Research Institute (NMRI) series at every 
position: N= 139. (From King, Morrow, and Vollmer, ref 24.) 

rotated about the vertical axis through SRP. Reach data could be taken at any 
interval as far as 135° to the right or left of the mid-line. 

Utilizing this device, Dempsey and Emanuel in 1953 determined the 5th and 
95th percentiles for "absolute maximum" reach (equivalent to Dempsey's 
"maximum"), "normal maximum" (Dempsey's "minimum") and for "optimum" 
functional reaches. Information was taken only to the right of the mid-line 
throughout 135° at 15° intervals, from 6 inches below SRP through 48 inches above 
it. Grasping-reach data were obtained for the shirt-sleeved condition and with 
the subjects wearing T-l and S-2 partial-pressure suits, first umnflated and later 
inflated. The subjects weru securely restrained by a lap belt and shoulder harness 
in all conditions. The shirt-sleeved results of this study were not published until 
1963, when they were reported in Human Engineering Guide to Equipment Design 

4 
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(HEGED) (ref 20, pp 546-550). The 5th-, 50th-, and 95th-percentlle values are 
given. Unfortunately, however, the drawings accompanying the data illustrate 
handgrip reach instead of thumb-and-forefinger reach. 

Sandberg and Lipshultz (ref 37) studied the maximum reacn limits on flat vertical 
surfaces for application to the layout of radar consoles and cormftunication panels. 
Fingertip reach capabiliti wen determined in fiontal planes at distances of 10, 15 
and 20 nones from the operators' eyes. A..hough useful for the purpcses intended, 
such information has only limited applica-ton to the seated position for the place¬ 
ment cf uand operated controls. 

Dempster (ref 7) and Dempster, Gabel, and Felts (ref 8) present a completely 
rPPI°a?h t0 the description of arm-reach capability. Their interest was on 

pecitic iiand orientations in the "more forwardly-directed positions" [ref 7 d 159) 
Dempster determined the space "in which the hand could range up, down, folward 
sidewise, etc, in stiaight, oblique, or curved paths . . . with the palm and grip 
angle . . . constantly the same relative to the space of the observer" (ibid, p 160) 
E ght orientations of the hand were studied (fig, 1). These were maintained through 
the use of a special handgrip device. The range of hand positions for each hand 
orientation was determined for the left hand. 

Dempster used the term "kinetosphere" to denote the envelope of the 
maximum movement possible for a single hand orientation. Each kinetosphere was 
defined relative to the SRP. By combining kinetospheres for hana orientations in a 
single plane (vertical or horizontal group, fig. 1), patterns of motion called 

strophospheres were derived. A strophosphere describes the maximum movement 
rotlïn f ^hen.per^ltted thxree degrees of translator freedom and one degree of 
t. !°0.freedom (fl the wriat)- Dempster developed two such strophospheres for 
,r!rhtâ" ' 10n3 lncluding four angles of forearm pronation-supination in transverse 
Urontal) planes (vertical column, fig. 1) and another for five angles of radial and 
ulnar flexion of the wrist in sagittal planes (horizontal grouo, fig. 1).* The magni¬ 
tude of trans atory motion of the hand was limited only by ‘he restrictions on arm- 

egment mobiUty resuming from the necessity to maintain specific handgrip orienta¬ 
tions. Ihe mean kinetospheres were Illustrated by means of horizontal, transverse 
anci sagittal sections through their centers of gravity (centroids). Sections 
through the kinetospheres for each family of hand orientations were then super- 
imposed u.tgs* 2 and 3). From these ddtd the authors were abie to construct a work— 
space floor plan in the form of horizontal contours at 12-inch intervals, each related 
to SRP (fig. 4). 

bcflTstrophospheres?9*6 ^ t0 ^ “ ls -P—ted >" 

/ 
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Figure 1. The Eight Hand Orientations Jsed by Dempster and 
by Dempster, Gabel, and Felts in Their Treatment 
of Reach Capability 

The handgrip and reference grid used to maintain the hand orienta¬ 
tions outing recording periods is illustrated. (Modified from 
Dempster, Gabel, and Felts, ref 8, p 294.) 
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Figure 2. Superimposed Kinetospheres for Grip Orientations 
in the Transverse Plane 

Shaded areas are those common to all kinetospheres. 
Dots represent the centroids of the various kinetospheres. 
(From Dempster, ref 7, p 169, and Dempster, Gabel, and 
Felts, ref 8, p 333). 
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Figure 3. Superimposed Kinetospheres for Grip Orientations 
in the Sagittal Plane 

Shaded areas are those common to all kinetospheres.. 
Dots represent the centroids of the various kinetospheres. 
(From Dempster, ref 7 , p 168, and Dempster, Gabel, and 

Felts, ref 8, p 308.) 



Figure 4. Floor Plan of Workspace Relative to the Standard Seat 

The^id squares are 6 inches. The 
tL " h; 2 71Ch' 361"lnCh' etC' levels are abov& SRP level. 
The radius of the circle represents a width to be added or subtree 
from the different curves to Include the 5th and 95th percentiles 
of movement. (Modified from Dempster, ref 7, p 179 ) 

i 

I 

't 

i 
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Theae studies by Dempster, et al of the reach requirements for the seated 
operator were not primarily for the purpose of specifying actual oimensions, but 
»ather to aevelop an indirect approach to a functional anthropometry, - and 
secondarily, "to present data which, if intelligently handled, should contribute to 
the designing cf more eftective work places, cockpits and driver compartments * 
(ref 8, P 310). Their sample was not representative of a specific using population 
but consisted of ,.2 young university men of muscular to median body configuration. 
Similar treatments to include dorsal and palmar flexion of the wrist in the forward 
sector as well as these orientations and those reported by Dempster in the sectors 
to t.,e sides, 3. ov^, below, and to the rear of the operator, are needed for a 
complete description of the ranges <» hand motion for the seated operator. 

In the Joint Services Human Engineering Guide to Foulpment Design (ref 9 
Chapter V p 19 and ref 20. Chapter VII, p 289), Ely, Thomson and Orlansky describe 
a vertical fore-aft cross section through the optimum manual area, bounded by 

lour points (each represented as the center of the operator's fist)" (ref 9, r 19). 
The plane of this cross section passes vertically through the operator's right 
shoulder. These points are described as follows (ibid): 

"NearLow: operator's elbows next to body, forearms horizontal. 

elbow operat°r',s pl0ows r-e* t° body, forearms flexed forward about the 
105-7) ‘ S 6 h°'i20ntal' to 75*- The forearm swlr.ys through 

"£?lr High: operator’s arm extended horizontally from shoulder, operator 
sitting erect. 

£§I LQw: operator's arms extended and lowered until hand ic at level of 
eloow in Near Low position." 

60^(HgS. "h6 dtítermíned at SeVen b3Ck angles ran(3in3 from °e (vertical) through 

The information that can be extracted from any single section is limited. 

f0re:and'aft Venical actions through a segment of the total arm-reach 
caoab. ity and are not necessarily representative of the total segment. When the 
elbow is flexed to an angle of 90° in the manner described for obtaining the 
Neai Low point, the forearm can be swung laterally throughout an angle of 
approximately 80° by rotation of the upper arm around its long axis. If the elbow is 
flexed an addi110^1 15- to 105», to attain the Near High point, the upper-ann 
rotatabiluy is not greatly affected, since its position does not change with respect 
to the shoulder, where rotation occurs. The upper arm can be swung medially 
through 10 or 20 with the elbow flexed at 90° or 105°, without materially 
altering Its position with respect to the side o: the body. 

When the arm is outstretched to reach the Far High and Far Low Points, 
however, the upper arm is no longer rotated about fts long axis to move the forearm 
through the horizontal plane; rather the outstretched arm is swung horizontally 

10 
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*«0 0« MC« Of írÍJÚZttZrf- 

Flgure 5. Optimum Manual Areas for Seated Positions 
(vertical cross sections) 

(From Ely, Thomson and O-lansky, refs 9, 20.) 

(horizontal adduction and abduction) about the shoulder Tn <= k 
upper arm has a much greater ranne nf i shoulder* In such movements, the 

adduction (movement toward the median plane) orth^* ^ angle for horl2ontal 
exceeding lateral rotation of medlan planeI of the upper arm is 134° (ref 2) 

5-1°. The mean angle for horizontaTaddii?,^01^ “S l0n5 aXlS by aPPr0)'lmately 

of the upper arm is «• (Ibid), exceeding rnemarrotaTlon'n’e,:llan P'a'ie) 
approximately 28° A<; thf> h=»n^ i- y. , 0131 rotation of t. e upper arm by 

rotation of the upp’er ann around ,U ^1^1 ^ ^ '° Far - 
move the hand through a horizontal arc^nH b i * ^econies less necessary to 
the upper arm gradually become necessary The 3d.ductlGn and abduction of 

arm horizontally through the Far points'” produces n edTaYait/T?^1.1^ t0 SWÍn9 the 
may be called "wings." These medical and i . fal 3reas' which 
vertical cross sections in figure 5 Rather th 93 3re n0t represented b/ the 

igure 5. Rather, the cross sections are representative 

11 
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^pablUty^iÎofaMnaTh^1 Se9ment 0f approximately 100", equal to the range of 

polnts; That part of the envelóp^VeaTe^b^theTbmíy Z^wilTthT“3 ^ ^ 

cxmsldere^.reater a"9le ‘n 3 h0n2ontal plane ""on reaching to the FarTolnts^ls not 

seated^arricl^standlng^oslttons^n^the^fcnTi'oT^^^ec^cha^ts^lfig63^ corves tor the 

Sr„sd^:;;„t PTaraen:J Data are ^ 
through SRP -ia ' f WhiCh COUrs“s through the longitudinal axis 

ÄLRP,herbr‘^rrg0h"S.‘°“'ed 31 °’ ^ med!p" p'-p> a"^ > "s-, 33.5". 

arm-reÂuVs^Íy urV «^u%h UU“Z‘n9 

quently, there ls „r^ans bywMch a design^ C°nSe- 
the curvea for his using population, 9 u. n Judge the representativeness of 

they are equal1 to^he'ang^that'th^earir^o1'101*'3 ,°k ‘s6 reach-curve Planes as though 
Joint center of the operator's steulde ^ m \h the medlan plane' Slnce ^ 
planes through SRP (see fig. 71 n is no{ If. 0m °Un,d,ln the vertical reach-curve 
to coincide with the arm angle ' With the 69 poss b‘e ior the reach-curve planes 

« is approxlmateirpa ailel to íhe Ó" ( nedfri0ï StretC.hed ‘0 thC 12-5' pos‘tlop' 
the angte ind! Med necéssa Uv refers .o^h ^T' 'V“h the arm ln th‘s Position. 
swung laterall. ^a^S^ S-twe'en “íeTeach TS tha a™ ls 
arm becomes less until th*. roa -s i ° ine reach curve plane and the 
rotation. The angle a, whThTm P ne rUnS thr0Ugh the axls of ah°PWor 

*Age, 31; Stature, 67 inches Í20th percentile); Functional Ro*^ oo ^ . u 
percentile). Values for other dimensions are not reponed. ' !nCheS <5th 
12 
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Figure 6. Maximum Fingertip Reaches for the Seated 
and Standing Positions at O", 12 5° 38 50 
and 56° ' • . 

(From Ely, Thomson, and Orlansky, ref 9 , pp 26, 27 
28, and 29) ' ' 
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Figure 7. Angles at Which Maximurri Fingertip Reaches 
Were Measured 

(For the seated and standing positions illustrated .n figure 
6, from Ely, Thomson, and Orlansky, ref 9 , p 25) 

0 3 5 Li In h h 9 rblt position" (seated), with the suit inilated 
c h3:5 PSl* A11 reach data wer<i referred to SRP. V/ith his suit inflated the 
subject s arm reach was "considerably restricted particularly in the vertical 

UnfortunTtelv ^ ^ C°Uld 0niy t0 the leVGl °f the t0p of his helmet. " Unfortunately, data were not obtained for the shirt-sleeved condition. 

Zinser, Farley, and Rohlas (ref 48) determined the "optimum manual oerform 
anee areas" for a population of 13 chimpanzees. Arm-reach IniLmLiL of the 

LhLtLreP?h ed by lly' ThomSDn' and Jansky (ref 9) was determined on these 
forT ! aU °rf Were <,Ware °f the nece£sitV to consider accommodation 
for a large percentage of their using population. The segment of the performance 
area which was within the capability of all their subjects was determined The 
authors obtained the maximum reach curves for the chlmoanzees in vertical planes 
through SRP in a manner similar to that described oy Ely, Thomsen, and Orlansky 
but at a greater number of angles. They avoided the ambiguity in terminology 
involving the angles of the arm and of the reach-curve planes! terrnino10^ 

and a ^ ^ ^ 29) descri^d a mobility-measuring device 
a method of data presentation by which decrements (or increments) mav be 

portrayer!. They designed the device for measuring the status of mobility oí the 
shoulders and arms among patients undergoing orthopedic therapy, and f!r mea-urin- 
reach decrement resulting from wearing pressure garments. Wright (ref 4 7) also 

14 
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are made b1, -ndòflhr^suung r^To^hi 

Semi-circular bar 
(protractor head) 

.---4--- Range rod 

Base structure 

_Side angle 
calibration marking 

Front angle 
indicator dial 

Bearing support 

Figure H. The Frankenstein Anthropometric 
Measuring Apparatus 

(From Wright, ref 47, p 35.) 

Both reports present data as polar aranhq /fin qi t .u 
point in space is located by means of the •'frL?“ „ i graphs' reac* to a 
semicircular bar). the "side angle" (lotion of tie (lT“na'lon of 
range rod (calibrated to show length of reach) rhr lnfT” ' an 'he °f the 
defined by plotting front angle agalt side ’ale ?hrafr,eX,remrS °f 'eaCh are 
azimuths (recorded relative to front angle) define ihe limut "“achtVhe'emlre 

15 
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sector of the •'sphere“ thus described is within reach. The apparatus then is used 

reich y a? 3 rn0l;1Iity’meaSUrlng device rather than as one to ascertain the complete 
PurposTaT^i. 11 15 • hDWeW' versa,Uc. ,0 be used for P laner " 

figure 9. Movement Range Data Graohs Obtained 
from the Frankenstein Anthropometric 
Measuring Device 

Front angle is plotted against side angle, and against 
linear distance from a central datum point (From Wright. 

From this summar> of available techniques and data on arm '•each it k 
seen that, although several investigators have described various aspects of the 
general problem, none tas attempted to describe the complete outer tound^ of 

envelope,eon,Vhe0s^e.ds';^; ZT'* ^ ^ PlaCed 0n ^ SeCt°r °f ’he ^h 
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Srante^that 'f i!’6 0t the ,ron,al plane throu9h SRP has been Ignored, 
terns of eouirl , relatively unimportant region. In that few hand controls and 

IgTonlan lead to ifre “'lo there' 9reater u"darstandlng of reach Into this egion can lead to its more efficient use. 

o theTlheTof thTm a! th^t0,i,I «'h1':'' ‘"elude right-hand reach capability 
leterm'ned Khn lT ü P a"e' Snd left‘hand reach ‘he right, have not been 
pérab ê wl'th ..?h s d!,Sl9ner "lsh to loca‘e a “‘“«l control so that It is 

Ind veí Time “aUsU«i;vetSree,tÍa| t7/" eVeM °f lnjUry «ou'.á inHoret l ' atistl^ally treated information available to guide. h«m. A ihorouah 
Inderstanduly o. reach Into all sectors Is of extreme importance. 9 

The only study lending Itself to convenient use by designers Is that of nine 

each°Tntoa" eVTër f »‘““h^mum Hngemp ' ' 
•ubtUc í M w d °f the fr0ntal piane throu^ SRP. Although all 
■ubjects cou.d reach with the right hand tc 105° each side of the median dI-hp 
it most levels only right-hand reach in the sector between 0° and R75° was 
:ons dered m the determination of an envelope within which a high percentage 
98%) can be accommodated. Reach capability of the left hand was assumed to 
>e a mirror image of that for the right hand. assumed to 

In all investigations ol shirt-sleeved reach capability treated herein 

elch ca^bihrj50^6"6 ehffGCtlVeiy immobilized by some method of restraint, 
ihirh th u 1 er SUCh condltlons of restraint is not characteristic of that 

or ejecÍLn or aeco^TCeS emergency periods of ^^ht, as when preparing 

.Ärs-Ä ä ä- ar*d—~whin 

VI,h r»ui!r0^ are °perated mostl>’ whap “i® shoulder harness Is not tightened 

lÍheThoIV“ 
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SECTION II 

APPARAT (JJ 

To derive information on reach capability, the AMRL Research Measuring 
Device was designed and fabricated (fige. 10,11). It consists of a rotatable seat 
mounted on a platform beneath an arch, so that the centerline of the seat's vertical 
axis lies in the plane of the arch. The arch contains friction-hcld measuring staves 
(or slats) radiating at 1 5° intervals, so that each slat points to the center of the 
arch. Each slat is calibrated to indicate the distance from the center of the arch 
to the m(d-point cf a knob at the inside end of the slat. 

The center of the arch is an important point for the entire device. The vertical 
axis about wwich the seat rotates passes through the center of the arch; and the SRP 
of the seat lies 10 Inches* to the left of the arch center, and 23 inchest below it. 
Thus, the center of the arch Des close to the joint-center* of the right shoulder, 
and remains fixed with respect to the subject as the seat is rotated. For conven¬ 
ience, the center of the arch will hereafter be referred to as PO (Point of Origin). 
The vertical line through PO will be referred to as POV. 

This design permits the subjects to push the scaled slats along lines radiating 
from the right shoulder, regardless of the orientation of the seat. Consequently, 
slat angle from the shoulder is not a significant factor in making any one slat more 
or less convenient to push. 

The basic dimensions of the seat are in accordance with the specifications of 
those in stick-controlled aircraft (ref 15). The values for these dimensions (SRP-to- 
Heel Rest Line, SRP-to-Heei Rest Point, Back Angle, and Seat-pan Angle) are underlined 
in the side view of the seat in figure 12. 

The maximum grasping reach that can be measured on the device is 38 inches. 
This limit was chosen after noting that the 99th-percentile value for Functional 
Reach in the U.S. Air Force is 36.4 inches (ref 1*5). An excess of approximately 
1-1/2 inches was considered adequate, as was subsequently found to be the case. 

♦Ideally, this distance should have been 7.9 inches, half of the mean value for 
Biacromial Diameter (ref 16). In practice, however, this distance was not adequate, 
since it determines the plane of the system of radiating measuring slats which in 
turn must clear the right side of the seat. The need to accommodate a large Hip 
Breadth, Sitting, in the chair demanded the utilization of this larger distance." 

t Approximately the mean value for Acromial Height, Sitting (ibid). 

* This term is used for the sake of convenience, even though Dempster (ref 7) has 
shown that thnre is no such thing as a pin-centei of rotation for the shoulder, or 
any other joint. 

18 
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CHA»? ROTATES 

Figure 12. Plan of Seat for AMRL Grasping-Reach Measuring Device 

Underlined measurements are those that are in accordance with HIAD, 
Vol III, AD 1, sheet 1 (ref 15). 
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about ^nrh*^5 atlafhed to the boUcm of the seat faciliatate its rotation. They are 
about 2 inches m diameter so that the botiom of the seat can ciear the ends of the 
slats when these are thrust as far as possible into the body of the platform Two 
ctrcular bands of sheet metal are fastened to the surface of the pfywood pTa'tform to 
provide a track on which the seat casters can roll (fig. 13). Without tracks the 

Io^'h W°thd ?UicUy Wear a rut in the surface of the platform. The casters'are 
located on the bottom of the seat so that they can roll between the enTs of the slats. 

Figure 13. The Axis of Seat Rotation 

The axis of seat rotation is within the plane of the arch and 
the calibrated slats. Segments of the circular tracks and the 
seat protractor (lower right) are visible. The wire emerging 
from between the two halves of the platform and entering the 
seat structure serves the back switch and light. 

22 
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A circular jcale marked at 15° intervals is painted on the platform around t'.e 
pivot of the seat. A pointer on the left side of the seat indicates the seat orienta¬ 
tion with respect to the measuring plane. To maintain seat orientation while 
reach informa.ion is taken, wedges are blocked under the casters. 

A large, button switch, lightly spring-loaded, is installed in the back of the 
seat, 18 inches above SRP and 3 inches to the right of the seat-back midline 
(fig. 14). When the subject is seated with his shoulder in the correct position, the 
weight of his back presses the button and causes a small bulb to glow at his feet. 
If his shoulder moves out of josition, the spring breaks ihe tient circuit (fig 15). 
If the light goes off, the subject knows he is out of position and has to repeat the 
reach motion. The switch and light function together as a warning primarily during 
establishment of the forward half of the arm-reach envelope. 

When necessary, the arm-reach measuring device can be quickly disassembled 
into relatively small parts and moved to a new location. 

Figure 14. The Back Switch 

With the subject correctly seated, the backswitch is depressed 
and the light (fig. 15) is "on." A break in contact between the 
dorsal surface of the right shoulder and the seat back releases 
the switch ana "turns off" the light. 

23 
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Figuro 15. Footrest Area Showing Position of Warning Light 

The subject looks toward the footrest area and, by opening 
and closing each eye alternately, centers himself in the seat 
so that he can see equal amounts of the sides of the brace 
that runs down the center of the iootrest. 
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SECTION III 

PROCEDURE 

Prior to each measuring session, the subject* was handed an instruction 
sheet explaining the purpose of the study, the workspaces in which the data would 
most likely be used, the mechanics of operation, and the approximate length of 
time to complete the "run." After reading the instructions, the subject was 
encouraged to ask questions concerning any procedure about which lie was unsure, 
such as how to grasp the knobs of the measuring slats, how to center hi.i.self in 
the seat, and how far to push the slats. If the subject did not ask questions 
concerning the procedures, the operator made certain they were clear by discussing 
them, fhe essential points were as follows: After sitting in the seat the subject 
was requested to look down toward the footrest area and, by opening and closing 
first one eye and then the other, to center himself with respect to the brace that 
runs tire length cf the footrest, so that he could see equal amounts of its sides 
with each eye. With the full length of his back leaning firmly against the seat 
back, he was then to center his torso on the seat. At this point, his position was 
examined by the investigator and, ii necessary, corrections were made. He was 
askfcc to memorize this position and to check it prior to each reach. The subject 
was teminded that this was not a contest, that the slats should be pushed away 
only until the arm was fully extended without pulling the right shoulder away from 
the seat back, and that if he pushed a measuring slat and the light on the footrest 
went Oif, that particular reach would be retaken. Each subject was cautioned to 
take Ms time, so as to prevent unnecessary fat.gue. He was then allowed e few 
minutes to manipulate the measuring slats and to practice orienting himself in the 
seat. Each run lasted approximately one hour. 

The initial or 0° position of the seat in every series of measurements is 
illustrated in figure 16. With the seat in this position, with its sides parallel to 
the arch .reach information was taken throughout a vertical (sagittal) plane through 
PO (not SRP) and designated the Qo-180° plane (forward is 0°; rear, 180°) (see 
figure 18a). After the reach data had been gathered for this position, those 
measuring slats interfering with seat rotation wert inserted as deeply as possible 
into the platform, and the seat was rotated 15° to the right. Reach data were then 
taken throughout the vertical plane designated L15#-R165°. This procedure was 
repeated until the seat had traversed 165°, to the L165°-R150 vertical plane. ' 
Tests with the seat at 180° would simply have duplicated the original position. 

*An anthropometric description of the subjects is included in the Appendix. 
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4 

Figure 16. The Initial Seat Position: For Measuring Grasping 
Reach in the 0^-180° Plane Through the Shoulder 

Each subject first pushed slat No. 19 directly forward 
of his right shoulder. He then pushed all slats within 
reach below and above this level. 

To compare the performance at the beginning of a run with that at the end, the 
seat was occasionally rotated to the 18öo”0° position and mirror image was tai<en of 
the vertical plane obtained in the first position, ûo_180o. The subject s performanct 
at that position was always without realization that he was repeating. The data 
derived from each were then compared. Variations found were infrequent and seldom 
greater than 1/2 inch from the values obtained in the first seat position 'lost of th< 
variations were in the form of slight increases in angular capability to the rear of the 
frontal plane. It seems likely that these were due to a "loosening-up" of the 
shoulder. 
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In handling the data, it was more convenient to think of the reach plane turning 
about the subject than vice versa. Thus, when the seat was turned 15° to the 
subject's right, the reach distances were recorded *5 though the venical plane of 
reach had rotated 15° to the subject's left. This plane was referred to as the 
LI5“-Kl650 plane. The seat position to obtain the L90o-R90° plane illustrated in 
figure 17. 

Figure 17. The Seat Position Necessary to Determine Reach 
Capability Throughout the L90o-R90° Vertical Plane 

27 
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SECTION IV 

METHOD 

does not necessarily follow that a uevice designed for accuracy and ease of 
operation will yield data that are immediately convenient for analysis and applica¬ 
tion. The data rnay have to be transformed; and that wa ; true in this case. 

The reach-measuring device was designed to measure gras ping-reach at 15° 
intervals in vertical planes through PO at the right shoulder. A 0‘-18C° vertical plan£ 

aPÎ)?ÎD^n fl^e J8a* However' illustrations showing 12 vertical planes through a 
point (PO) and data regarding them aie difficult to visualize and apply. Hence it 
was necessary to convert the data to represent horizontal sections through the reach 
envelope—a form much easier to use. 

In accomplishing the conversion, the first step was to plot the 12 planes on 
paper. Thereafter, horizontal lines (fig. 18a) were drawn to scale at 5-inch levels 
beginning at 5 inches below SRP and continuing to 55 inches above SRP. Distances 
then measured along each horizontal plane from POV to the reach boundaries were 
appropriately recorded.* From such measurements, the outer boundary of each 
subject s reach envelope was reconstructed in the form of horizontal contours. 

U Ure il a horizontal contour trough the subject’s reach envelope at 25 inches 

tn0Z hlf’v, StnCe P° WdS the reference point trom which reach distances were taken 

î.oMzÔmirseitons'!1“' POVmUSt be USed 63 the reierence to establish the 

Even though the PO for a given subject was always stationary with respect to 

M r neafuring device' its Position relative to the subject depended upon 
s body size and proportions. For a subject whose dimensions of Shoulder 

(Acromial) Height, Sitting, and Biacromial Diameter are both toward the upper ends 

P0 ^111 fbe located above and to the right of Acromion of the subject 
Who is at the lower end of the range, of these dimensions. Because of this PO is 
inconvenient as a reference point in laying out a workspace, and has made it 
necessary to transfer the point of reference from the POV to SRV. This achieves a 
amily of reference points that are stationary with respect to the seat and the 

operators as well. They are also much more convenient to use in laying out work¬ 
spaces. The transfer is accomplished as follows. 

thrnnnh PnuTff 18c were made bV overlying the horizontal contours 
through POV (fig. 18b) with a system of radiating lines, the axis of which coincided 

♦The PO (and POV, a vertical line through PO) and SRP (and SRV 

sinolfi ln ^90°^900 ver‘ical plane. Consequently 
single line in figure 18a, a view from R90°. 

a vertical line 
they appear as a 
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with SRV, 10 inches to the left of POV. Distances were measured from SRV along all 
radial lines to the envelope boundary. To prevent the loss of portions of reach 
curves ending between lines, the angular locations of the ends of the curves we»e 
measured with a protractor and recorded with other measurements for that levei. 
Individual contours similar to figure 18d were then constructed. 

Having extracted data for all levels, we arrive at a suitable time to derive 
the Minimum, 5th- 50th-and 95th-percentile* grasp<ng-reach envelopes. Referring 
for a moment to the method of measuring Functional Reach (see Appendix), it can be 
imagined that instead of the subject being measured, he Is reaching for a oonUol. 
A control located for a subject whose Fun-tional Reach is at the 5th percentile will 
be well within the capability of all those with greater reach, or 95 percent of the 
population. Conversely, a controller located at the 95th-percentile distance for 
Functional Reach will be beyond the reach of the subjects , with 5th-percentile 
Functional Reach. 

Turning from such a straightforward linear dimension as Functional Reach, we 
shall now utilize essentially the same rationale in determining the grasping-reach 
percentile envelopes. This is accomplished by determining: (1) the percentile 
angular limits of reach capability, and (2) the percentile linear-reach distances at 
15° intervals throughout the inclosed angle. 

To determine the percentiles of angular-reach capability, the maximum medial 
and lateral angles which the subjects were able to reach were listed in ascending 
order separately for each level, thus reflecting an increasing capability. The first 
value in each series represented the bottom of th_ range or minimum angle of 
caoability. All subjects demonstrated the capability of reaching throughout this 
arc. All such values were used to describe the minimum reach envelope. The 
second value in each series defined the angular boundaries of the 5th-percentile 
envelope. Nineteen subjects (95 percent) could reach to each extreme of this angle. 
One subject (5 percent) '-ould not reach to the medial extreme of this angle and one 
(a different subject) could not to the lateral extreme. The arithmetic mean of the 
10th and 11th values in each series defined the angular boundaries of the 50th- 
percentile envelope. Ten subjects (50 percent) demonstrated reach capability at 
each ooundary of this angle nnd ten did not. However, not all 10 subjects reaching 
to one angular boundary co lid reach to the other. The 19th value in each series 
defined the boundaries of the 95th-percentile envelope. Only one (5 percent) 
could reach beyond these boundaries. The la$-t value in each series described 

*In a series of values, the 5th-percentile is that value which is greater than 5 
percent of the total number of values and is smaller than 95 percent of the total 
number of values. The 50th-percentile is that value at the midpoint of such a 
series. This value divides the series exactly in half: 50 percent are smaller than 
this value and 50 percent are larger. Similarly, the 95th-percentile is that value 
which is greater than 95 percent of the total number of values and is smaller than 
5 percent. 
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. Side view cf tne vertical section at 0°- 
180® (through PC) through the grasping- 
reach envelope cf one subject. Horizontal 
lines are at 5-inch Intervals from SRP level. 

o* 

b. Top view of the horizontal section through 
the grasping-reach envelope of one subject 
at the 25-inch level, referenced to POV. 

Diagram showing method used to transfer 
reference from POV to SRV. Inden'ical 
system of radiating lines is superimposed 
so that its center is over SRP. Distances 
from SRV along line to envelope boundary 
are measured. 

d. Top view of the horizontal contour through 
grasping-reach envelope at the 25-inch 
level, referenced to SRV. 

Figure 18. Method Used to Convert the Vertical Planes Measured 
about POV to Horizontal Contours Based on SRV 
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the top of the range of angular reach. Usually, the subject who could reach to the 
, lateral extreme of this angle could not reach to the medial extreme unless the arc 

traversed a full 360° . 

The percentile values for linear-reach capaoility were determined in a manner 
that was the reverse of that used in the determination of percentiles of angular reach 
capability. Since some subjects could not reach through as wide an anal-? as otners , 
there was a decrease in ‘he number of subjects who coa'': reach along the angles 
near the extremes. It was convenient, then, to list the rea en distances so as to 
reflect 0 descending order of capability. Since this is the reverse of the order used 
in determining angular percentiles, the first value in each series is established as the 
top of the range. This is the distance to which only one subject could reach, the 
one with the greatest linear-reach capability. The second value is the limit of the 
95th-percentile envelope. Only one subject (5 percent) could reach beyond this 
distance. The arithmetic mean of the 10th and 11th values is the 50th-percentile 
boundary. Half of the subjects could reach beyond this distance and half could not. 
The 19th value in each series defined the boundary of the 5th-percentile envelope. 
Nineteen subjects (95 percent) had reach capability in excess of this dis:ãnce. The 
last value in each series defined the boundary of the minimum envelope. Non » of tne 
subjects demonstrated a lesser capability. 

Whether or not an envelope reflected reach along any specific angle depended on 
the number of subjects able to reach along that ancle. If all subjects could reach 
along any selected angle, the minimum envelope included that angle. If 19 subjects 
were able to reach along any selected angle, a 5th-percentile linear-reach value 
could be determined and that angle was within the 5th-percentile envelope. If as 
many as 10 subjects'were able to reach along any angle, that angle was within the 
50th-percentiie envelope. Finally, if two subjects were able to reach along 
any angle, that angle was within the 95th-percentile envelope. When the linear and 

3n9U^at\Were ,fitted,, tocher, contours portraying minimum and percentile 
capabilities for each level were drawn. This information for each 5-inch level is 
presented in section V. 
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SECTION V 

RESULTS 

The results of this investigation are embodied, beginn!) g on osae 3S in the, 

nee £ ^TcZt ^ 
TeV.ÏTel^Z™ thTh 30 abOVe SRP are ^complete. At levels inches some of the contours are complete (see the 35-!nch Contour). 

eaClThreeaaítUpmdl|StanCeS 11°09 tne Varl°US ang!es from SRV to the outc. boundary 

\°irach r 
tvlatiüns^can^be found*In^ppendlx,eVe' ‘S aad 

,!*Ch enVel°Pe' the and 

:rsn^¿%ssrr; r5îk --aiTÄ 

- -£rom 7 *— 

/ 
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The Minus 5-Inch Contours* 

Ten of the sample of 20 subjects could reach below the—5-inch level. 
Capability at this level was quite variable. One subject could reach to this level 
only along angles R4S', and R1200, leaving a gap in his reach pattern. Another / 
subject could do so only through a smaller arc between R63° and R1I8°, thus falling 
completely within the first subject's gap in reach. The arcs for the seven remaining 
subjects were arranged between R30c and R1450 , with the maximum an arc 
encompassing 105° and the minimum, one of 55-. 

The Minimum and 5th-percent He envelopes are not represented n the—5-inch 
contour, since they extend only to 2.5 and 4 inches, respectively, below SRP level. 
The 50th- and 95th-peicentile envelopes, however, are represented at this level. 
The 50th-percentile envelope extends just to this level, the 95th-percentile envelope 
to 2 Inches below it. 

At this level, reach is restricted by factors other than natural limitations of 
mobility in the shoulders and arms. At the forward ends of the curves, the side of 
the sea; formed a block to arm and hand movement for every subject. As a result, 
the forward ends of the 50th- and 95th-percentile boundaries terminate at the right 
side of the seat. 

Arm movements were also inhibited by seat structure at the- rear. All reaches 
along angles beyond approximately R120° were accomplished by reaching around the 
rignt rear of the seat. Whereas the rear end of the 50th-percentile contour teiminates 
at the side of the seat, the 95th-percentile contour extends somewhat around this 
oostruction. 

*For convenience this will be written " — 5-inch contour or level. " 
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j-iaear Data for Jrsspic? Resell (ia inches) 

Percent!les 

X .Hin 5t& 50th 95tb 
Angle 

L165° 
LliO® 
1.135° 
L120® 

Minus 5-inch Contour 

LI-.50 
L 90° 
L 75° 
L 60° 

L ¿5° 
L 30° 
L 15° 

0° 

R 15° 
R 30° 1 
R 45° 6 
R 60° 8 

R 75° 10 
R 90° 10 
RIO50 10 
R120° 3 

19.00 
19.75 

11.50 13.75 
12.50 13.25 
12.50 13.00 

17.25 

R135° 3 
RISO0 
R165° 

ISO’ 

U.50 

Angular .'.euch fron SRV at 
the -5-inch Level 

!iini-ua 
5th ?ilo - 
50th íile R69c* to F.1160 
95th ¿ile R33°*to R145° 

* Right side of Lag Suooort 
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AMRL-TDR-64-59 

The Seat Reference Point Contours 

The plane of ihe SRP contours is the lowert of those ascertained that 
passes through all three envelopes. The Minimum envelope extends down to 2.5 
inches below this level, the 5th percentile to 4 inches below. The 50th- and 
95th-percentile envelopes extend to 5 and 7 inches below SRP level. The 
discussion concerning the fore- and -aft terminations of the 50th- and 95th-percentile 
contours at the —5-inch level is applicable to all envelope contours at thio level. 
The read, boundaries for all subjects are confined within bie angle formed by R20° 
and R170". The smallest angular capability is 103° and the largest, 150". 
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Lin^i rwita for Círaspin« Re.ach (in inches) 

Ferccc tiles 

N Mia 5th 30'.o 95th 

Angle 

LI 65e 
U 50° 
LI350 
U20° 

LIO50 
L 90e 
L 75° 
L 6C° 

L 45° 
L 30° 
L 15° 

0° 

R 15° 
K ii* 
R 45° 
R 60° 

R 75° 
R 90° 
R105° 
R120° 

RI350 
Ri50° 
Rl¿50 

180e 

19 
20 16.25 
20 17.50 

20 17.25 
20 17.00 
20 16.25 
20 15.00 

20 13.X 
19 
13 

17.50 
19.50 
20.50 

20.X 
19.50 
18.75 
18.25 

16.50 
14.00 

20.75 ¿5.00 
21.75 26.X 
22.25 26.25 

22.25 26.X 
22.25 25.50 
22.X 25.25 
20.75 24.50 

19.X 
I0.5O 

23.50 
20.25 

I3.X 17.00 

«nguiar Reach fron SRV at 
the SRF Level 

''In 1.’aura 
Cf /0 5 th 2lie 

50th Jtlle 
95th £ile 

ROT** to R140° 
R30°* to RI510 
R26°* to R166° 
R21°* to 1.175° 

* Right side cf Leg Surrort 

S«at Ref erence Point Contours 

VC— 
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The 5-Inch Contour;» 

At this level the forward ends of the reach boundaries terminate at the right 
side of the knees. The rearward termination of the contours at this level are 
primarily governed by obstruction from seat structure. Since the section of 
the seat-back immediately behind the right arm has been removed, arm 
movement to the rear is only moderately affected by the seat back. 

A greater range of vacation in rearv.ard angular reach capability is found at 
this ,evel than at the SKP level. Thi« movement requires abduction of the upper 
arm, a clockwise rotation as seen from above. The range of rearward angular 
reach between the 5th- and 95th-percentile is 40° at this level. The same range 
at the SRP level is 24°. 

When comparing the envelope boundaries at the SRP and 5-inch levels, we 
find that at the 5-inch level, the rear ends of the 50th- and 9 5th-percentile 
boundaries have shifted a few degrees in a clockwise direction. This end of the 
Minimum and 5th-percentile boundaries has shifted in a counterclockwise direction. 
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*-ir.e-r Ds-ti far Jrcs^ing Ae-ch (in ir.onea) 

U 

Angie 
Min 

r’crcer.^i le?. 

5th 5:th 55^^ 

L1650 
:.1500 
L135° 
L120° 

1105° 
L 90° 
L 75° 
L 60° 

L 45° 
L 30° 1 
L 15° 

0° 

26.00 29.50 
27.25 30.X 
27.75 30.X 

27.50 30.25 
27.50 30.75 
27.X 30.X 
26.50 29.X 

25.X 23.X 
22.25 25.75 
19.25 21.25 

R 15s_ 
R 30° 20 22.00 23.75 
R 45° 20 23.50 25.25 
R 60° 20 23.75 25.75 

R 75° 20 24.00 25.75 
R 90° 20 24.X 2^.75 
R105° 20 23.75 25.25 
R120° 20 23.X 24.50 

R13?° 20 21.5C 22.75 
RÏ503Ï8 
RlóS* 8 

180° 

Angular Reach from SiV at 
the 5-inch Level 

Minimum R250» to R137° 
5th íile R23°* to R139c 
50th %ilo R20°* to R173° 
95th íile R18°* to R1790 

* Right aide of knees 

5-Inch Contours 
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The 10-Inch Contours 

At the 10-lnch level, ell subjects experienced varying degrees of obstruction 
due to the protrusion of their knees into the reach envelope as high as 13 inches 
above SRP. Because of this, there are no data for the median plane (0°) forward of 
the body at this level. 

For the first tine, a certain amount of reach capability for the right hand 
appears in the area .o the left of the median piaria (0°). Fifteen subjects could 
reach into that sector at ihis level. Consequently, I/lintm j-n and Sth-perrentile 
capability are not represented in thet sector at the 10-inch level. 

An unforeseen characteristic of the reach-measuring device was its inability 
to measure capability for the right hand i*' the area immediately above the right half 
of the leg support. Since the knees create an obstruction which is nearly symmetrical, 
and 50th- and 95th-percentile capability can be detected in the area above the left 
half of the leg support, it might be assumed that capability also extends into the 
space immediately above the right half of the leg support. Although not indicated 
in the 10-inch contours it might also be assumed that the extent of penetration into 
this area is similar to that into the region immediately above the left half of the leg 
support. The Minimum and 5th-percentile envelopes are not picked up in the region 
immediately above the left side of the footrest by the 10-inch contour. There are no 
means of judging the extent they might penetrate this sector above the right side of 
the footres.. All contours at this level are assumed to have terminated at the right 
side of the leg support. 

The Minimum and 5th-percentile angular capabilities to the right rear have not 
changed significantly from those Indicated by the 5-inch contour. The ends of the 
oOth- and 95th-percentile contours, however, have shifted 23° and 22°, respectively, 
in £ counterclockwise direction. Study shows that the close angular positions of 
the raarward ends of the 50th- and 95th-percentile boundaries at the 5- and 10-inch 
levels is the result of an extremely skewed distribution of angular values at these 
levels. The reason for a skewed distribution is that movement of the nand through 
this level is obstructed by the right edge of the seat back. 



AMRL-TDR-64-S9 

linear Dita far jrjsping Reach (in Inches) 

Ha 5tii 50th 95th 
Angle 

LI650 
LI5O0 
L1350 
Ll20° 

LIO50 
L 90° 4 
L 75° 4 
L 6C° U 

13.50 
17.25 

16.50 21.00 

L 45° 15 
L 30° 15 
L 15° 10 

0° 

19.50 23.25 
21.00 24.75 
22.00 26.25 

JLÜf_ 
R 30° 20 26.25 27.00 
R 45° 20 27.25 28.25 
R 60° 20 28.00 29.00 

R 75° 20 28.25 29.25 
R 90° 20 28.25 29.25 
RIO50 20 27.75 28.75 
R120e 20 26.75 27.75 

29.25 
30.50 
30.75 

30.75 
31.00 
30.50 
29.75 

33.00 
33.75 
33.50 

33.50 
33.50 
32.75 
31.50 

10-Inch Contours 

RI350 
R150c 
RI650 

ISO* 

19 
H 

1 

26.25 28.25 30.75 
25.25 28.75 

-SO* 

Angular Reach from SRV at 
the 10-inch Level 

LT5‘ 

UW 

LIOS* 

Minimum 
5th $ile 
50th Stile 
95th Stile 

- R210** to RI300 
- - R20°»» to R1A10 
165° to L 7°» and R180** to R155° 
L90° to LU0* and RI60*» to R157*, 

* Left aide of knees 
** Right side of kneea 

U20* 

mao* 
u*s* etas* 
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The 15-Inch Contours 

Whereas the 50th- and 95th-percentile capabilities to the left front were 
represented as "islands" of capability at the 10-inch level, they have enlarged 
at this level in a clockwise direction and united with those expanding into the area 
from the right. The Minimum and 5th-percentlle contours were absent at the fore¬ 
left at the 10-inch level. At the 15-inch level they have not only made their 
appearance, but extend unbroken across the leg-support area. 

The angular positions of the left ends of the 50vh- and 95th-percentile 
contours have not migrated appreciably in comparison to those at »he 10-inch level. 
On the othev hand, the ends of the contours to the rioht rear hove ^undergone some 
change in relative position. Whereas the end of the 95th-percentile contour has 
remained essentially unchanged, the Minimum, 5th- and 50th-percentile terminations 
have receded in a counterclockwise direction 9°, 19n, and 10°, respectively. The 
end of the 50th-percentlle contour has migrated away from that of the 95th-percentile, 
indicating that opposition to arm movement has been decreased. 
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Linear for Jrtjsping Roach (in inches) 
i’ercontiles 

N b'dn 50th 95th 

Angle 

LI650 
LI5O0 
L135° 
L12C° 

U050 
L 90® 3 17.50 
L 75° 8 20.00 
L 60° 16 19.25 23.00 

21.50 25.75 
24.00 27.25 
26.00 28.75 
28.75 31.00 

30.50 34.00 
31.50 35.00 
32.75 35.50 
32.50 34.75 

32.50 34.75 
32.50 34.75 
32.25 34.50 
32.00 33.75 

L 45° 
L 30° 
L 15° 

0® 

R 15® 
R 30° 
* 45® 
R 60® 

R 75° 
R 90° 
RIO?® 
R120® 

19 
20 
20 
20 

20 
20 
20 
20 

20 
20 
20 
20 

21.00 
22.50 
24.25 

26.00 
¿8.25 
29.50 
30.00 

30. CO 
30.25 
30.00 
29.00 

19.00 
21.75 
23.25 
24.75 

26.50 
28.50 
30.00 
31.00 

31.50 
31.00 
30.75 
29.50 

R135® 18 30.00 32.50 
RI50® 3 29.50 
R165® 

.130'’ 

Angular Keuch fron SRV at 
tne 15-inch Level 

Minimum L43® to R121® 
5th ¿ilo L45® to R122® 
50th %lle L67® to R145® 
95th íilo L90® to R159° 

1£ Inch Contours 
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The /-O—, 25-, and 30-Inch Contours 

The most obvious change occurring at levels from 20 to ';0 inches above SRP 
is the steady progression of the 95th* percentile contours toward completion, or 
closure, behind the subject. This trend is most pronounced between the 25- and 
30-inch levels. Between the 20- ftnd 25-ir.ch levels the left end of the contour 
advances 25* toward closure. The right end, however, recedes 10°. The ends cf 
this contour actual!/ appu-ach each otncr by only 15°. At the 30-inch level the 
ends of this contour advance again, che right end by 13° to a position a few degrees 
beyond its position at the 20-inch level, the left end advances through 50*. The 
gap in the 95th-percentlle envelope at the 30-ir.ch level is approximately 15°. 

The positions of the left and right ends of the minimum and the 5th- and 
95th-percentilc envelopes do net change significantly throughout these levels. 

Beginning at the—5-inch level, we have set., a general increase in linear 
distances from SRP along the various angles to the reach envelopes. At approxi¬ 
mately 23 inches above SRP, the maxima for these distances are attained; at 
higher levels, they again become progressively s.nailer. 

A new factor alsc enters here. Where the arm swings horizontally about the 
shoulder the trace of the fingers is usually thought of as perfectly smcc'v , because 
the extended arm is a /adius. This is especially true for that sector of the 
envelope between L3G° and R120°. When the radius of the envelope is ¿educed, the 
trace exhibits a depression which, in ’he globogvaphic view, is a furrow or a 
groove in the total reach envelope (s .e P.scussion on pages 57 and 60). Such a 
change in the envelope becomes obvious i ere, and can be seen further a: higher 
levels. 
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Linear Data for Grasping Reach (in Inches) 

Percentiles 

N Min 5th 50'h 95th 
Angle 

11.-5° 

u;o° 
L139° 
L120° 

L105° 
L 90° 11 14.OO 18,75 

1S.00 21.50 
20.50 24.50 

22.75 26.75 
24.75 28.25 
26.75 29.75 
28.75 31.75 

30.50 34.00 
32.00 35.75 
33.50 36.25 
33.75 36.25 

34.00 36.50 
34.00 36.X 
33.50 35.75 
33.00 35.50 

H135° 9 34.50 
RI5O0 
Rl65° 

180° 

L 75°_16_ 
L 60° 20 17.X 17.50 

L 45° 20 18.25 19.50 
L 30° 20 20.^5 21.50 
L 15° 20 22.50 23.50 

0° 20 25.x 25.50 

F< 15° 20 27.25 28.X 
R 30° 20 29.X 30.X 
R 45° 20 30.50 31.X 
R 60° 20 31.50 32.x 

R 75° 20 31.50 32.25 
R 90° 20 31.75 32.25 
R105° 20 31.50 31.75 
R120°_19 30.50 

Angular Reach fr^m SRV at 
the 20-inch Level 

Min inrun L65° to R110° 
5th íile 166° to R122° 
50th /Si le L90° to R134° 
95th íile L90° to Ri46° 

20-Inch Contours 
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Linear Datu for arasping rieucfc Un inches) 

percentiles 

N Min 5tL 30tn 95^¾1 
Angle 

L1650 
LISO“ 
L)35° 
L1200 

R165° 
180' 

Angular Rea;h from SRV at 
the 25-inch Level 

Minimum L to0 to Rill0 
5th *ile L 66° to R1220 
50th íile L 90° to Rl.'4° 
95th %ile L1150 to Rlj6° 

25-lnch Contours 
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Linear Data for ar.-sping Heach (in inanes) 

1'erc ont îles 

N Hin 3th 5ot.h 

Angle 

L165C 4 
LI5O" 4 
L133c 6 
L 20° 7 

18.75 
19.25 
20.00 
18.75 

L105° 9 
L 90° 16 

L 75° 18 

R150° 1 

R1650 2 
180 2 

16.75 

18.75 
20.75 

22.50 
24.50 

26.75 
23.50 

29.75 
31.50 

32.25 

32.75 

33.00 

33.25 
33.00 

32.50 

19.00 

20.75 
22.50 
24.50 

26.50 
28.25 
29.50 
31.00 

33.00 

34.25 

34.75 
35.75 

35.50 

35.75 

35.25 
34.75 

34.50 

19.50 

20.25 

Angular Reach from SRV at 

the 30-lnch Level 

Minimum L 67° to Rlll° 
5th £ile L 67° to R122° 

50th ílle L 90° to RI340 
95th iiie R165° to RI490 

30-Inch Contours 

U«5* «0* 
*I*S* 
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The 35~ and 40-Inch Contours 

lP I ?h^t5th‘Pr?ntiÍe is con,Plete at the 35-inch level. At the 30-inch 
evel the linear distance along R165" to the 9 5th-percentile contour is aporeciably 

ilona 180» has3!005 ^°ther Síde °f the Qap> At 35 lnchec the distance along 180 has increased, whereas that along R165° and R150° has remained 

in“aÍftyhÍh35SreH , AS ? Tí!1' 3 gr0°Ve in the ^^h-percentile“"i, dicated at the 35-inch level. It begins to disap,-rear *t the 40-inch level. 

1 50th-Percentile contour begins , at 30 inches, essentially the same 

The Te;t°pnH the 9íth'PerCentÍle boundary h ^gan at the 20-inch level. 
The le.t end of the contour plays the "active'1 role, while the right end remains 
relatively stationary. It lacks only 13° of closure at the 40-inch level. 

Th® 5th-percentile boundary appears to exhibit the same pattern of closure 
be ween the 30- and 35-inch levels, though the boundary ends remain essentially 
in the same positions between 35 and 40 inches. emain essentially 

The pattern of closure of the Minimum contour is not so distinguishable 
s nee it does not go to completion. It appears, however, to foreshadow the 
closure pattern at the 40-inch level. 
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Linear Data for Grasping Reach (in inches) 

Percentiles 

N Min' jth 50th 95th 
Angle 35-Inch Contours 

LI650 
LISO0 

LI2Õ0 

LIO50 
L 90° 
L 75° 
L 60° 

L 45° 
L 30° 
L 15° 

0° 

15° 
30° 
45° 
60° 

750 
90° 

RIO50 
RLtO0 

10 
32 

19 

39 
20 12.75 
20 14.25 
20 15,25 

20 16.25 
20 18.00 
20 19.25 
20 20.75 

20 22.75 
20 24.50 
20 26.75 
20 28.00 

20 28.75 
20 29.00 
20 29.00 
20 28.50 

14.75 
13.75 
13.25 

10.75 13.25 

12.25 
13.75 
15.00 
16.00 

17.25 
19.25 
21.00 
22.25 

24.75 
26.75 
28.25 
29.00 

29.50 
29.75 
29.75 
29.00 

14.00 
15.50 
17.25 
18.75 

20.50 
22.50 
24.75 
26.50 

37.75 
29.25 
30.50 
31.00 

31.25 
31.25 
31.50 
31.00 

21,00 
20.00 
19.00 
18.75 

18.75 
20.00 
21.00 
21.50 

24.75 
26.25 
27.00 
28.50 

31.00 
32.75 
33.75 
33.75 

34.x 
33.50 
33.50 
33.50 

R1350 15 
RISO0 3 
RI650 5 

180° 10 

28.50 33.50 
31.50 
21.75 

16.50 22.25 

Angular Reach from SRV at 
the 35-inch Level 

Minimum L 90° to R1210 
5th ¡tile L120° to R1210 
50th íile R1780 to R1430 
95th íile 360° 

u«5* wo. aits» 
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Unear Data for Oraaping Reach (in inches) 

Angle 
N Kin 

Percentiles 
50 fa 95 th 

15.50 21.oO 
14.75 20.00 
14.00 19.25 

11.25 13.25 18.50 

13.25 18.25 
13.75 18.25 
15.00 18.75 
16.25’ 20.00 

21.50 
23.50 
24.50 
25.75 

28.50 
30.50 
31.50 
31.25 

R135r 
R150° 
RI650 

180° 

16 
8 

10 
10 

27.00 

16.75 
17.75 

31.00 
29.25 
23.75 
23.50 

Angular Reach from SRV at 
the 40-inch Level 

Mininun 
5th %ile 
50th ?!le 
95th iile 

6 90° to R1190 
L120° tc R1?C° 
BI560 to R14^° 

360° 

40-Inch Contours 
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he 45- and 50-Inch Contours 
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Jssentially disappeared ^AnlhiripmL'nrTsVnauen’d ^ 'T ^ 45 lnches' s.Z^the—- ^Zn:z:rave 
•videnlt reC^nc!:;o„0lT;res“:„uanlOP;rh‘C,h ‘° 
reverses 360s between 40 and 45 inches. 1 a'0p' ared when ‘•his reach contour 

<ap in^capab^îity^f 40^fnches^hs 120s leVel* though the 
luch less than that along R120° and there Is 1™™ SRV along L120° is 
•attern caused by a groove in L ent.on« h , °f the farniliar conto^ 
'he last remnant of this depressio^^ at^ich clos^e occurs. 
■ercentile ..envelope pv .„.j” 7Í .Üf uP ‘he 45',nch lt,vel- ".e 5th- 
e.Tcsented In the 50-lnch level SRP' Theref°ri! “ ls ■>« 

nrlacflUl^raiThe^.O-rch^vÎ ^H"!7 that a ^—e existe in its 
he dista.ices along L90° and R119c to thi * S SkCk denced by the difference between 

hereiore not repteseniei in the honl h^to-incÍIL^ and 15 

0-.ncM^e?\r 10™;;:^: :xree‘d0rtoT2t02U5r inr\maln ^ atter to 54.25 inches. extends to 52.25 inches above SRP, the 
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Unear Ibta for Sraaping Reach (in inches) 

Percentiles 
N Kin 5th 50th 95th 

Angle 

L1650 19 
1150° 20 
L1350 20 
L120° 20 

LIO50 20 
L 90° 20 
L 75° 20 
L 60° 20 

L 45° 20 
L 30° 20 
L 15° 20 

0® Zi 

R 15° 20 
R 30° 20 
R 45° 20 
R 60° 20 

K 75° 
R 90° 
R105° 
R120° 

RISS0 20 
R150° 19 
R165“ 19 

180e 19 

10. so 
8.50 8.75 
7.50 7,75 
7.00 7.50 

6.75 7.25 
6.75 7.25 
Ó.75 7.50 
7.00 7.75 

7.50 8.5O 
8.50 9.50 

10.00 11.00 
11.25 12.7° 

13.00 I5.5O 
14.75 17.50 
17.25 19.00 
19.25 20.50 

20.50 
21.CO 
21.50 
21.25 

18.75 20.00 
15.50 
14.75 
12.75 

14.00 20 00 
12.25 18.25 
11.00 16.75 
10.50 15.50 

10.25 15.00 
10.50 15.00 
11.00 15.25 
12.00 16.25 

13.50 18.25 
15.00 19.75 
16.50 21.25 
18.25 22.75 

20.00 24.75 
22.00 26.25 
23.50 27.00 
24.00 27.25 

24.00 27.50 
24.25 27.75 
24.50 28.00 
24.50 27.75 

23.25 27.75 
20.75 26.00 
18.00 22.75 
16.50 21.50 

20 19.50 
20 19.75 
20 20.25 
20 19.75 

Angular Reach from SRV at 
the 45-inch Level 

Minimum 
5th ïile 
50th ?ile 
95th ïile 

U55° to R146° 
360° 
360° 
360° 

45-Inch Contours 
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Linear Data for araapin« Reach (in Inches) 

ti Kin 

Angle 

LI650 17 
LI3O0 17 
Li35° 17 
LL200 17 

LIO50 17 
L 90° 17 
L 75° 17 
L 60° 17 

L 45° 17 
L 30° 17 
L lp° 17 

0° 17 

R 1!>° 17 
R 3Ci° 17 
R 45° 17 
R 6C° 17 

Percentliee 
5th 50th 55tii 

7., >0 13.75 
6.X :.3.X 
5.X 12.X 
4.50 IC.75 

4.25 9.75 
4.25 9.5O 
4.25 9.75 
4.75 10.25 

5.25 11.50 
6.50 13.25 
7.75 15.x 
9.50 17.25 

11.75 18.75 
14.X 20.X 
15.75 21.25 
16.75 21.75 

50-Inch Contours 

R 75° 17 
R 90° 17 
R1056 17 
R1200 17 

16.75 21.75 
17.25 22.25 
17.50 22.25 
17.50 22.X 

RI350 
RISC4» 
R165® 

180° 
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SCCTICN Vi 

DISCUSSION 

The two most important factors influencina the ek , u 
. reach envelope are (1) the distance from the center of IhonlH hape°‘ the SrasPing- 

nzzT "**7- - 

a statiXu œm«h:(%?;t/‘ner^creo«hah„e u is ,mposs,we ,o 
Joint center of the uninhibited shouH-r ls ,eL ^ ^ °f movemen'- Any 
performs. Dempster (ibid) charted the centers of^hou’lderrotluc ^ Sh°Ulder 
û'm positions and found that nn nnint shoulder rotation for a series of 
than about 10^ of movement The miaration of c°nsldered 3 Joint-center for more 
makes ft extremely dimcul ’to rït^l " L ** CGnter °f shomder rotation 

center to the tip of the thumb at any ampositJn^lfis0^1^ ir‘ean S[;OUlder j0int_ 
substitute the dimension Functional Rearh for th ‘ u ! conVf;nient' then. to 
Reach 1=, only an approximation of the true ustance^it is^’ Functional 
on which data have been reported fer a larg'e U.S. Air force slmpÍ^rcflsK'1 ‘S 

,h„ ,i zzzzz r,”,:' » -- ». — 
joint are misleading ?he should“ . shoulder ls composed of a single 

glenohumeral be^we'en the humerus 1 i0lntS: <» ^ 
scapulothoracicv between the cós^ ftsld/i“”“,13' 0r,should« b'^e. (2) the 
(3) the acromioclavicular, between the lateral endlfth 't™ scfp“la and the thorax, 
the acromial process of the scãtula and (41 h , daVlCle (c°“ar h0"'5» and 
medial end of the clavicle and the sUrnum ^ Stern0clavlc“lar- b«»«n the 
result oí synchronous participation of thes¡ four joH-T^ef arc a 
medial or lateral plane, for example, movement occCis at alf (Õ "? arm ‘n the 
obvious movement being at the glenohumeral |olnt " ' the m0St 

of^the^shclulder ^ ThlT scapu^olhoracic^o^tYs^^816!1* WS lrtatme"1 Pf 
between .he two prlmalrshekt , parts the ra‘a“°nship 
intimate nature found in most other join^ ',CapuIa' is not oi the 
of a Joint such as the glenohumeral are sepa^edTy amcular^tT Skcle,al Darts 
by the articular capsule, thesr accoutrements are ab^- ^r H f'aitilagfs öna enclosed 
hence the scapula is free to Ü withio hn,u afc-en'- in t}>e scapulotnoracir; 

for treatments of the mecha-les'of' shoulder mòv^nT ‘s' dCrP OÍ the baCk' 
and Abbott (ref 22) and Ste.ndler (ref s0). a SO Inman' Saunders. 
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S^UndKerS/ and Abbott iref 22) report that during the first 30° of eleva¬ 
tion of the arm in the frontal plane (abduction) and the first 60“ of elevation 

Ts^va fable Hrî niPlane (flexlon) ' Par“clpation of the scapulothoracic joint 
i*s variable. Higher elevations, however, are invariably accompanied by simul- 
aneous movements of the scapula. They found that when the scapula is fixed 

Iddit onaTlO-6 r r ff 3CtlVel/ t0 the h0rlZOntal P05“10" and Passively through an 
nf thi » , 30 * , novt’-nent is obstructed mechanically by the g-eater lubercle 
of the humerus striking the acromial process of the irapula. 

. . D^rlng th«e movement; of the arm, the clavóle follows os a stabilizing 

cal ar ZTs ? °f the SC3?Ula thr°Ugh rotaîl°" ot Vernal and 9 
scapular joints. These investigators found that by manually preventing rotation o' 

romío, T"“ ltS1!0n9 aXlS' ,he a™ eUvated in ,he and 
romal planes to Just above shoulder level, through about 110“. Since the mear for 

shou dor flexion is 180“ (ref 2. p 9), the result Is a reduction In ^Wllty of as ^ch 

Uonl-„JbUny ;th:heasLu,derrear.5 ^ ‘nOPer8bl- = 

It is of special interest to note that the method employed by Inman q-nmH^rc 
and Abbott to fix the scapula consisted of a harness resembUng^e sTandard Ä”r 

seit bfcran^the -r HeSS hM aP be“’ Wh,!n scai>ulac are Jammed against the seat back and the =.r.uuluers held down by the shoulder harness, the -anges of 
movement for the scapulae and clavicles are reduced. Obviously, such restr ction 
in shou.aer mobility will result directly in reduced reach capability. 

are- fPlaying Smaller roles ^ generating the arm reach envelopes 
a e (1) the distance between the joint-center of the glenohumeral joint and the 

-uhíf ?rÍfC%l0r 1Ch Acromial Height, Sitting, minus 1.5 inches* is here 
oubsthu.ed), (2) one-half the distance between the right and left glenohumeral 

IT ™5 (afPPrOXimately one-half Biacromial Diameter), and (3) the lengths of the segments of the arms and legs. engins or 

tlhe Valff Acromial Heigh;-, Sitting,t minus 1.5 inches will closely approxi 
h tneK9 °! th° JOJnt-center of ^e glenohumeral joint when the arms are 

thi a C j1, e‘ SlnCe the shoulder invariably rises when the arm is brought to 
íofwarTffd Tf T b0rl20ntal Positions, the levels at which the maximum 
foiward and lateral reaches are attained can be expected to be somewhat higher th™ 
the center of rotation at the shoulder when the arm is down. To estimate Îms 
of w.renCC ’ Acromial Height was measured in the conventional manner on a series 
of 10 men, then with the subjects’ right arms forward, and then ouf to fhf side 

♦Dempster (ref 7, p 125) fou .d that the joint-center for the 
approximately 3.5 cm (about 1.5 inches) belcw Acromion. 

glenohumeral joint is 

J ^or convenience, in future references to Acromial 
Acromial Height (S)" will be substituted. 

Height, Sitting, the term 
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With the arm forward, Acromion rir.es approximately 1.25 inches; when in the lateral 
position, it rises about 2 inches. It follows thaï the center of rotation oi the 
shoulder will rise by similar amounts when reaching in these directions. The 
individual levels of maximum forward horizontal reach, then, can be expected to 
cluster at about 23 inches above SRP: ie, mean Acromial Height (S) (23.24 inches) 

4 tninus 1.5 inches (Dempster's estimate of the location of the glenohumeral jOJit- 
center) plus 1.25 inches (rise of the Joint-center \*hen the arm is brought to the 
forward horizontal positions. The level of maximum lateral horizontal reach can be 
expected to cluster at about 2 3. * 5 inches above SRP; ¿3.2¿ inches, minus 1.5 
inches, plus 2 inches (rise of the Joint-cerfer when the arm is brought to th», lateral 
horizontal position). The data support 'hese conclusions. 

The distance between the right and left glenohumeral Joint-centers (for which 
Biacromial Diameter is substituted) has relatively little influence on the size and 
shape of the reach envelope. It does, however, contribute to the lateral 
emplacement of the individual envelopes through a distance approximating half the 
variability for this dimension, or about 2 inches. With Functional Reach, this 
distance influences lateral reach at shoulder level by a similar amount. In 
determining the size and shape of the sector of the reach envelope between L30e 
and RIZO", total arm length is, of course, very important. Variations in the 
lengths of the segments of the arms are relatively unimportant. Between the 15- 
and 35-inch contours we find a gradual shortening of the radii of the arcs beginning 
at £.30* and R1206. At points along the reach curves where the curve radii begin to 
shorten, the shoulder may be considered to have rotated (adducted and abducted) 
maximally, and reach at angles beyond these points is gained through the mobility 
of the elbow and wr.st. 

The lengths of the lower limbs play a role of some importance in influencing 
the reach envelope- for the seated position. At the 5- and 10-inch levels, the 
subjects' knees protrude into their reach envelopes and restrict movements of the 
hand at the 5- and 10-inch levels. The space above the knees becomes available 
to all subjects at the 15-inch level (see p 43). 

Here it is appropriate to ask, "What anthropometric similarities, if any, can 
be found among those individuals whose reach capability is near the upper end of 
the range, and among those whose reach capability is near the lower end of the 
range ? ouch information would be of great vatuc in promoting a greater under¬ 
standing of those body characteristics that do contribute to the size and shape of 
the aim-reach envelope, and likewise those that do not. 

I 

Before thic question can be answered, however, it is necessary to establish 
the criteria that will permit us to recognize and classify greater and lesser reach 
capability. If we needed only to deal with capabiht/ into some limited sector 
of the total envelope, eg, the sector immediately forward of the shoulder, the basis 
for Judgement would be limited to that aspect of total reach capability. Hand-operated 
controls, however, may be situated virtually any place within the reach envelope 
between LI 35° and R1350 and at a few carefully selected locations to tho rear of 
this sector. Therefore, we must consider reach capability into all regions of the 
envelope. 
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The reach envelopes can be thought of as havirig several natural areas or 
sectors. Reach capability for*vard cf the shoulders and at the same level is the 
most important. The point thus reachec, can be thought of as the center of the 
forward sector. This sector merges at the operator’s right-front with another sector 
which has its center at a point lateral to the shoulders and at the same level. Tne 
axis through the center cf the lateral sector is orthogonal to that for the forward 
sector, the right arm actino as a radius 'vtth a variable center of rotation. Additional 
sec ers may be similarly constructeo 'o include any part of the envelope. For ;he 
nurpose of dividing the total enveloo? into parts, however, tt is sufficient to delimit 
two additional sectors, each orthogonal to the axes of the forward and lateral 
sectors. One of the latter sectors is centered vertically above the right shoulder, 
the other below. Minor-images of these sectors may be distinguished for the reâch 
envelope of the left hand. 

Having described the forward, lateral, overhead and downward reach sectors 
for the right arm, it is possible to rank the subjects’ capabilities of reaching into 
them. Table 2 presents a ranking of the subjects' reach distances along the axes 
of each sector. It is immediately noted that, although an individual ranks high in 
his capability in one sector, he may rank relatively low in another. Subject No. 8, 
for example, ranks 5th or 6th in his capability in the Downward Srictor (see table 2, 
footnote * ). In the Overhead Sector, however, ho ranks !9th. Subject Mo. 10 
demonstrated the leas* capability of all subjects in reaching forward, yet tanked 
11th or .’2th in the lateral direction (see table 2, footnote + ). These inconsistencies 
in intrasubject capabilities result in part from real differences in reach capability 
and to a minor extent to differences in subject motivation. Because of them we are 
forced to derive an estimate of ove-all capability, ie, a single value with which to 
compare anthropometric measurements. If we could consider each of the four sectors 
equally important in such a determination, the overall capability could be estimated 
by calculating the mean of the individual subject's ranks in all sectors, and then 
rank these means. Such a procedure, however, would be erroneous, because the 
sectors are not of equal importance. With the obviously greater importance of the 
forward and lateral sectors, insofar as control placement is concerned, reach into 
them must receive greater emphasis. Of these two, the forward sector must be 
considered more important. Hence, to assign appropriate weight to reach capability 
into the four sectors, the actual distance reached toward the center of the forward 
sector for each subject was arbitrarily multiplied by three; the distance to the 
center of the lateral sector by two*; and that to the centers of the overhead and 

♦Since the canopy and fuselage of fighter aircraft remove all of »he reach envelope 
except that which is within about 15 inches on each side of the median plane, 
lateral reach capability, in its application to such workspaces, should not receive 
the emphasis given it here. 
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downward soctors òy ohg gapH ttk& ^c 
an estimate of rank in overall reach. This of^6 Vâlue4S' when represents 
that may be assigned to these sectors for * °Urse' ¡s an examPie of the weights 
workspaces would likely require a different r* ^ generallzed workspace. Specific 
ment of arn. reach, no sector should be con tríe Ha S.ystem* In a thöoretical treat- 
in such an estimate. considered ot greater or lesser importance 

Subject 
Number 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 

6 
7 
8 
9 

10 

TABLE 2 

RANKIN of »each cafabjuty or SUBJECTS in the four major sectors 
OF THE ENVELOPE, AND IN OVERALL REACH 

_1°06 ls greatest, 20 is least) 

11 
12 
13 
14 
15 

16 
17 
18 
19 
20 

Forward* 

7,8,9 
6 

11,12 
16,17 

13,14,15 

19 
2 

11,12 
16,17 

20 

13,14,15 
1 

18 
10 

5 

7,8,9 
3 
4 

13,14,15 
7,8,9 

Lateral! 
Downwardf Overhead Overall Read 

6 
7 
8 

15.16 
11,12 

17 
5 

14 
19,20 
11,12 

13 
2 

18 
15,16 
9,10 

9,10 
1 
3 

19,20 
4 

8 
6 

11 
15 
13 

20 
4 

14 
18 
16 

12 
2 

19 
10 

5 

9 
1 
3 

17 
__ _ 7 

*Equal distances were reached in this sector by subiera i 71 777~7 
4 and 9; and 5,11 and 19. Y 0Jects 1 ' *6 and 20; 3 and 0; 

. tEqual distances were reached ’n thic u l, 
and 19; 15 and 16. “ 1 sector by subjects 4 and 14; 5 and 10; 9 

♦Subjects 1 and 8 reached the same distance In the Downward Sector. 

5,6 
10 
13 
17 

15 
4 

5,6 
16 
14 

12 
1 

18 
8 
7 

9 
3 
2 

20 
11 

8 
7 

11 
12 
10 

19 
6 

18 
20 
15 

14 
2 

17 
13 

4 

q 
1 
3 

16 
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With the establishment of a method of ranking the subjects in terms of overa 
capability, it is nov possible to compare anthropometrically those subjects 
demonstrating greater capability with those of lesser capability. To make such 
comparisons, five subjects with greatest overall reach and five with the least, we 
extracted from the sample and the mean values for pertinent anthropometric 
dimensions werv» calculated for each group. These were then compared with the 
means for the total sample. Table 3 substantiates wha: is alieady ob”ious , that i: 
most anthropomcMc dimensions, the subjects with greatest overall reach capabili’ 
are larger; those with the least capability are smaller. 

To gain a thorough understanding of the influences contributing to variation 
in arm reach capability, it is instructive to divide anthropometric dimensions into 
three groups, based on the nature of their influence. In group I we can list those 
dimensions that cannot vary without producing a corresponding variation in the siz 
shape or displacement of the reach envelope. In addition to conventional anthro¬ 
pometric dimensions, shoulder mobility must be included in this group. Those 
immediately recognizable are listed below. 

Functional Reach 
Acromial Height (S), Sitting 
Biacromlal Diameter 
Shoulder Mobility 

Variability in these dimensions affects reach capaoility in a different manner and t 
a different extent. The manner in which any one variable affects the envelope is 
determined by the role played by the body parts measured and also by the range of 
variation of that dimension. Functional Reach, for example, approximates the 
radius of the envelope, and hence variations in this dimension are reflected in tht 
radius of the reach envelope. Of the linear dimensions in group I, Functional 
Reach has the greatest range of variation. Because of these two characteristics 
(direct Influence and great range of variation). Functional Reach is, as we shall s 
the most highly related anthropometric dimension. Variations in Acromial Height ( 
and Biacromlal Diameter also directly influence the nature of the envelope, but to 
lesser extent than Functional Reach, and in a different manner. Whereas the valu 
for Functional Reach has a great effect on the size of the envelope, the values for 
Acromial Height (S) (approximating the center of arm mobility at the shoulder) and 
one-half Biacromlal Diameter (approximating the lateral displacement of the centei 
of arm motility) do no more than locate the center of arm mobility. 

Variability in shoulder mobility also influences the size and "hape of the 
reach envelope. As was stated previously, the point on the boundary of the reach 
envelope where the radius begins to shorten coincides with the angle of maximum 
upper arm rotation through a horizontal plane. Angular reach beyond this point is 
accomplished by utilizing the mobility of the elbow and vmst. The amount of 
subcutaneous fat deposited about the shoulders, torso and upper arm very probabi 
reduces mobility of the shoulder and can affect the angular displacement of this 
point. There is little variation, however, in the curvature of the reach boundaries 
beyond these points. This is explained in part by * relatively small range of 
variation in the lengths of arm segments. 
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Dimensions of group II describe body parts that play a passive role in producing 
variability in the size and shape of the reach envelope. A list of such dimensions 
would Include leg segment lengths and torso breadths and depths. The amounts of 
body fat and muscle may be considered members of this group. Variations in the 
values of this group influence the size and shape of the reach envelope only by 
influencing the function of the body parts that play an active role in producing 
variability in reach. As stated previously, the height of the seated operator's Knees 
affects the size ar,d shape of his reach envelope. Obviously the knees of a long- 
legged subject will protrude farther upward into his reach envelope ^han those of the 
shorter-legged subject. In effect, a larger sector of the envelope is rendered 
inaccessible. In a similar fashion, the mere presence of the onerator's torso within 
the envelope removes from reach that space occupied by it. Obviously, the presence 
of a large torso removes more of the envelope than does the smaller one. The effect 
of torso size and shape on the reach capability of the short, stocky subject is much 
different than on that of a tall, slender subject. It can hardly be d^'ibted that the 
proportions of the torso affect the facility with which the subject ex. reach to the 
left side of Ills body with his right hand. He must reach around his own body; and 
if his torso is broad and round and his are short, he finds his torso a formidable 
obstacle when attempting to reach into this sector of the envelope. 

In group III we find those dimensions that, due to high correlations with 
dimensions of groups I and II and various measures of reach capability, appear to 
play a role in producing variability in reach capability. Examples of these include 
Stature and Sitting Height. Whereas neither of these dimensions directly influences 
the size and shape of the reach envelope, they do correlate significantly with various 
measures of reach capability, and with dimensions of groups I and II. 

As we have shown, reach capability into any sector of the envelope is affected 
by body and segment dimensions and by the capabilities of movement in the involved 
Joints. Consideration of these as independent influences, however, will not lead to 
an accurate estimate of their true character. Rather, it is only through an apprecia¬ 
tion of their combined effects that a genuine understanding can be reached. 

Estimates rn the relationships between selected anthropometric dimensions and 
various me asures of reach capability can be gained by studying their intercorrelations 
These are reported in table 4. Relationships between anthropometric dimensions and 
between aspects of reach capability may also be estimated. A high correlation does 
not necessarily indicate a direct relationship. Therefore, caution must be exercised 
in the interpretation of these correlations. Only the correlations between the 
anthropometric dimensions of groups I orII, and the differentmeasures of reach 
capability can be considered to reflect direct relationship. Artificial but significant 
values can be derived (by addition or subtraction of specifically defined dimensions), 
such as Functional Reach-plus-Acromial Height (S), Functional Reach-minus-Acromial 
Height (S), and Functional Reach-plus-One-half-Blacromial Diameter. Because these 
values are derived from dimensions of group I, they are considered to belong tothat 
group. The high correlations between aspects of reach capability and dimensions of 
group III do not indicate a corresponding level of direct influence, but result from the 
correlations between dimensions of group III and values of groups I or II—those that 
do have an influence. 
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by McFarland^ at IlVifly"9 n an(d VOllmer <ref P 5>. «pealad 

between a stng.e an.LopoI'et:ic IMau ementad ‘“tLT'^t'ws 'Td 
number of significant and u , arm reach' thls study revealed a 
various measu “ of reTch ^„ahrn 9r COrrelatlons betw«" auch dimensions and 
Acromial Holnh' Kl d a capabl‘lt1'- Functional Reach, runctlonal Reach-plus- 
Slánrf ™n^r ' Functional Reach-plus-One-half-Blacromlal Diameter îae 

« e9"^ch leTope^On: woue!d% "“t” a‘> «our slctors o, 
would be be^een r'un«Tònal RÍaaf a •? ‘hat the hl9hest of these correlations 
indicated Of .nfw 1 d' 3nd Fonvard Reach* The contrary, h owe-er 1-’ 

“p^L^r, Cw°7helraraSrdinRVeacVhTs W“h ^ 
tions of Acromial Heíoht ÍS) an-i R(a the lowest* The relatively low correla- 
probably result from their relativeïvTimit Hameterwithrneasuresofthereachenvelope 
limited effect on reach «oabX ^ varl^ility which, in turn, has 
of the reach enveiope corteLe^rK1" aUVe 7 ^°55 measu^ents, like those 
variability such as Biacromial Precisely-measured dimensions of limited 
revealed B^°mial Diameter, an existing high correlation may not be 

The highest correlation involving Acromial Hainhf (^\ nr. r 
capability is that with Overhead R«arh H®ight and measures of reach 

rr^^rTovr hadïhe 9"atrst “ 
primal d” ,0 I n'çet Vrm sTnc: ¡TX'? *" eaC'’ °f ‘heSe SeC,OTS 
correlations. h lnstances Functional Reach has higher 

Reachf^MsTunderstandable^hat1 those el9h? (S) ‘S T* hl9hlF correlated with Overhead 

pun“5 ^ • 
Reach and half ^ °n ^ 

. rwÄTorÄt 
sector of the reach envelope on which they most logically w^lc havl tha , reates, 

VeZuL™*: T C°nd“lon5 of thls studF' Functional Reaci-plus-Acrtmlal 
.e ght (S aeems to have its greatest effect on Overhead Read) Tui ctional R^a,>h mir. 

Acromial Height (S) on Downward Reach; and Functional ‘veach-ph.s-One-half Ril í"» 
Diameter on U.etal Reach. Functional Reach appear, to «s^ía^^^31 
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Lateral Reach, also, rather than on Forward Reach. Lateral Reach appears most 
affected by Functional Reach-plus-One-half-Blacromial Diameter. 

The final factor of group I to be considered here is shoulder mobility. During 
forward reach in the horizontal plane, full flexion of the shoulder can increase reacn 
capability by 4 to 6 inches. Elevation of the shoulder can account for a similar 
increase when reaching overhead. Understandably, given two subjects with the 
same Arm length, the subject with greater shoulder mobility viil find that he had 
greater forward reach than the one with lesser shoulder mobility. For similar reasons 
the subject with greater capability to adduct and abduct h,r; upper arm will probably 
have greater angular reach capability. From Joint-range Cuta in Bai+ur, Emanuel and 
True« (ref ?.), it is possible to calculate the 5th (mean minus 1.65 SD*) and 95th 
percentile (mean plus 1.65. SDt) values for upper-arm abduction, adduction, and 
other Joint movements. For horizontal adduction of the right upper arm from a 
saggital plane through the shoulder, a value of 33* was obtained for the 5th 
percentile and 63° for the 95th percentile. The point on the envelope boundary 
where th' r adius begins to shorten will be farther to the left of the median plane for 
the subject with 95th-percentiie capability in adducting his upper arm than for the 
subject with 5th-percentile capability in this movement. The former subject will 
likely have greater reach capability to the left of the median plane. The 5th 
percentile for total horizontal abduction of the upper arm is 106° and 95th percentile 
is 162°. Again, those subjects with capability in the upper percentiles can be 
expected to have greater angular reach to their right rear. Although these data apply 
specifically to movement?5 in the horizontal plane at shoulder level, comparable 
capability can be expected when the arm is at an angle above or below the horizontal. 

The subject with great muscular development or heavy deposition of fat about 
the shoulder, chest and upper arms is likely to have less capability to adduct his 
upper arm than the subject with lesser amounts of these tissues. Although Fisk and 
Colwell (ref 11) state that this is not true , it must be remembered that their investi¬ 
gation of joint mobilit,* treated only one class of movements of the upper arm, namely 
rotation of the humerus about its longitudinal axis at selected elevations of the arm. 
In these rotatory movements of the humerus, there is virtually no Interference between 
the tissues of '.he torso and the upper arm, and hence a decedent in mobility due 
to such opposition would n ;t be expected. In consideration of the possible opposi¬ 
tion of body tissues to joiot movement, this one class of movements Is not 
representa.ive of others oí he upper arm such as adduction and abduction. The 

♦Distribution is assumed be normal. 

t"Thf. development ani ’.he patient’s physique had no bearing on . . . range of 
movement . . . at the shoulder. Coal heavers and sedentary office workers showed 
the same components in all movements." (p 152) 
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latter möttors at the shoulder are by far the most Important in determining the size 
and shape of the reach envelope. In adducting the arm across the front of the body, 
for example, at some point the upper arm is physically blocked in its movement by 
the collision of the arm with the torso, especially when these tissues are excessive, 

Barter Emanuel and Truett (ref 2) ranked the mean mobility values for twelve 
motions, including upperarm adduction, and related them to physique. They found 
that in oil motions, the rotund group had the least mobility. In seven movement- 
the-a was a progressive increase in .nobility from the rotund group through the 
muscular, median and thin groups. The rotund group had capabilities in the lower 
percentiles , and the thin group in the upper percentiles . 

.After an investigation of the movement of joints in relation to sex and con¬ 
stitution, Sinelnikoff and Grigorowitsch (ref 38, p 24) reported that the asthenic* 
type males had ^significantly greater mobility in their joints than did the muscular 
vpes. Also, the movement of joints in male pyknict types is k than in male 

muscular types. They also found that in those instances in which the female had 
ess capability than males, these could be "explained by reference to fat layers 

in this sex. 

i-ro. JhC "otundusubJ'ect is to be in the higher percentiles of torso depths and 
readths since the co-relation coefficient for Weight and Chest Depth is .757 and 
hat or Weight and Waist Depth is .755 (ref ..). We can expect, then, an inverse 

relationship between joint capability (ie, shoulder adduction) and certain anthropo- 
mecic dimensions (te, torso depths). This means the rotund subject will probably 

Thp7h lrnatK'the 5th percentiIe of medial angular arm reach than the opposite extreme 
The th.n subjects arelikely to have greater mobility and, consequently greater annula 
reach than the rotund or muscular subjects. The capability of the thin subject will 

raPaPrr0Hain h p^e"tile- A similar but less pronounced situation can be expecte 
regarding oiher movements ot the upper arm. 

Because of the tendency for high values for certain body dimensions to reduce 
reach capability either by limiting the mobility of certain critical joints or by 
render ng some of the reach envelope inaccessible, the term "5th percentile reach 
envelope cannot be considered descriptive of the reach capability oí the often 
misused "5th percentile man." en 

♦Asthenic (slender) 

tPyknic (rotund) 
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SECTION VII 

APPLICATION 

Anthropometric percentiles are a very useful tool to designers of workspaces 
and equipment. They are readily understood and applied. They provide a scale 
whereby the magnitude of a dimension can be immediately recognized. When one 
specifics the 5th percentile for a dimension, for example, he immediatel/ announces 
that it is a compaiatively small value, near the low end of lhe range of values for 
that dimension, and that exactly 5 percent of th* total number of values ê”c smaller 
and that 95 percent are larger. When considering the S5th percentile for a given 
dimension, we; know that it is a large value, near the top of the range, that 95 
percent of the population are smaller in this dimension and 5 percent are larger. 
These simple properties make the percentile an important factor in choosing the 
optima* size of any space within which man is to work, or of any equipment which is 
to be handled or worn. When used in an appropriate manner, accommodation for a 
large segment of a population can be assured.* 

Let us consider typical design situations in which various percentile values 
are used to assure accommodation for 90 to 95 percent of the using population. In 
determining the optimal length of a seat pan for such a large percentage of people, 
the distance from SRF to the forward edge oi the seat should afford reasonable 
comfort to most members of the using population. With the subject sitting back in 
the seat, his legs, in effect, wrap around the forward edge of the seat. Should the 
seat pan be too long, many users will experience pressures in the popliteal and calf 
region;-, of their legs. To prevent this it is necessary to use a small value (usually 
the 5th percentile) for Buttock-Popliteal Distance^ as the basic dimensiont from 
whic h tne functional distance is determined. Use of this value cõn assure that a 
very carge (95) percent of the population will not feel the discomfort of a seat that 

‘Caution must be exercised when sizing personal equipment and workspaces to 
accommodate limited ranges of body dimensions. Establishing even a 5th- to 95th- 
percentile range for a series of 10 dimensions can reduce the numDers oí ai, otherwise 
eligible population by as much as 33 percent. The designer must limit himself to 
those few body dimensions that are most critical. 

tBut'.ock-Popliteal Distance: The subject sits erect, his feet resting on a surface so 
that tne knees are flexed at right angles. The Buttock-Popiitcal Distance is the dis¬ 
tance from the rearmost point of the right buttock to the popliteal region within the 
angle formed beneath the knee, along a line parallel to the axis of the thigh. 

tin laying out workspaces, consider the manne'- in which dimensions have been 
measured. Since anthropometric dimensions are measured on the nude subject, con¬ 
sider the functional change (decrement or increment) in the dimensions resulting from 
personal equipment (including clothing) and other components of the workspace. A 
functional value Is determined after consideration of these factors. 
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is too long for ;he thighs. Should it becomo necessar/ to accommodate the entire 
using population* in the manner described, the value at the bottom of the range must 
be used as the basic seat dimension. In prescribing a deiinite distance from any 
hand-operated control to a point on the seat back behind the shoulder (and ultimately 
to SRP), when the controller is in front oí and at the level of the shoulder, particular 
attention should be given to those prospective operators with a shorter reach. A 
control placed just within the reach of the small subjects will automatically be within 
the reach of those with greater capability. Here e*,her the minimurr or me 5th- 
percentile value of reach capability should De selected as the oasic value from which 
the distance to contras in this segment of the envelope is deterani.ed. If the former 
is used, all the population will be accommodated; if the latter, 9 5 percent will be 
-accommodated. 

Examples in which the 95th-percentile value for a dimension is used as the 
basic value will now be considered. In fighter aircraft, the distance from SRP to the 
canopy, and the distance between SRP and the ejection-clearance line, must be 
specified so as to accept at least 90% of the flying population. If a smaller percentil 
is used, the percentage accommodation will be reduced below 90 percent. 

Should it be required that a controller be grasped between the thumb and fore¬ 
finger by the shirt-sleeved operator, the dimensions of the minimum ana the 5th- 
percentlle ervelope may be used as they are given. Push-button contrais may be 
positioned as much as 2£ inches outside the 5th percentile envelope. For information 
concerning muscle torce capability within the reach envelope, see Caldwell (refs 
3 and 4), Hunsicker (ref 20) and Pierce and Murch (ref 34). 

The 5ûth- and 95th-percentile envelopes are of small practical value, but they 
do have their uses. For example, should it be necessary to locate an infrequently- 
operated device such as a telescope, periscope, or other instrument on a movable 
boom or telescoping arm within the workspace, it would be advantageous to locate if 
at the outside edge of ail operators' reach capability so as not to interfere with other 
activities. When it becomes necessary to use such a device, the operator need only 
to reacn for it, use it and return it to the perimeter of his reach capability whore it 
is out of the way , yet available tor use at any time. 

♦Accommodating the entire population is not always practical from the standpoint of 
design or logistic economy. In equipment and systems that must be sized, 
whether it be personal protective gear or work areas, it is generally accepted that if 
the entire population cannot be accommodated without excessive cost or inconvenienci 
provisions will be made whereby 90 to 95 percent will be accommodated. For example 
to accommodate the entire USAF population in fighter aircraft, and capsule workspaces 
the necessary ranges of adjustability in some instances would be so great as to 
cause severe design and engineering problems. (See Hertzberg, ref 17.) 
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In applying any anthropometric data, the designer must be fully aware of the 
conditions under which they were derived. Heretofore, Investigators of arm reach 
have used lap belts and shoulder harnesses that were pulled taut to maintain the 
subject s position in the seat. Th.í reduction in shoulder mobility under such a 
condition of restraint has been previously noted. Since any reduction in shoulder 
mobility causes a reduction in reach capability, the data so taken tend to be con¬ 
servative. Although Morant and Ruffell Smith (ref 29) rightly insist that controls must 
he operable from the restrained position, the extent of restraint has since been 
coiiSlderabl/ reduced. The shoulder harness and inertia reel, which was subsequently 
introduced, allows more flexibility of movement in his shoulders and, consequently, 
greater reach capability. 

In the Handbook Maintenance Instructions, Airframe Group (ref 43, p 5) the 
purpose of the shoulder harness end inertia reel is stated as follows: "The shoulder 
harness and inertia reel are designed to prevent the crewmen fr^m being thrown 
forward when the airplane raOioly decelerates or when the seat is ejected but still 
allow the crewmen a limited amount of forward shoulder movement In normal flight. " 
It is further stated that in the B58, the inertia reel "automatically locks when the 
ejection handgrips are raised to jettison the canopy. The reel, when locked, hcld.5 

the shoulder harness taut, thus preventing any forward shoulder movement by the 
crewmen." 

Thus the inertia reel restrains the pilot's torso with either automatic or manual 
locking. Preparation procedures always involve sitting back into the seat before the 
reel is locked. After the reel is locked, the pilot finds that he still retains a reason¬ 
able amount of mobility withir the shoulders. 

After locking-in his inertia reel, the pilot of high performance aircraft seldom 
has time i.o manually tighten the shoulder harness so as to immobilize his torso to 
the extent considered essential by some investigators of arm reach. Indeed, it is not 
necessary. Such controls as may be used during emergency periods are few in 
number and are usually Integrated with the ejection-seat structure. 

During normal flight, the pilot is permitted complete utilization of the mobility 
of his shoulders, since he need not lock his shoulder harness. Even though he is 
capable of essentially normal arm reach at these times, controls must be situated so 
that he need not disturb his normal sitting posture to operate them. 

The reach envelopes reported herein aie intended tc be used only in seated 
shirt-sleeve workspace situations similar to that in which the data were gathered. 
In one respect, they can be considered baseline data for comparison with other reach 
envelopes reflecting the influences on reach that result from wearing personal pro¬ 
tective and other equipment. It is important to understand the basic mobility of the 
shirt-sleeved man, before there can be a proper understanding of the encumbering 
effects of transitory items of personal equipment. 
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SECTION VIII 

SUMMARY 

Although several investigators have described various aspects of reach caoa- 
bility. none has heretofore attempted to describe the complete outside boundary of 
the reach en/elope. Emphasis in the past has been placed on the sector to the 
operator s right and front. Reach capability behind the frontal piano, and for the 
right hand to the left of the median plane, have not hiu.erto bee0 ascertained. 
Moreover, investigators have heretofore utilized a tight shoulder harness and lap 
belt, or other methods of effectively immobilizing the torso. Since ihe pilots of 
modern aircraft do not experience this degree of restraint, they have more shoulder 
mobility; and hence greater reach capability. Thus, any data gathered une er a condi¬ 
tion of extreme torso-shoulder restraint tends to be unnecessarily conservative and 
inappropriate to modern flying conditions. 

To correct this situation, the present study attempts to ascertain the nature of 
reach capability as it is affected by the shoulder harness-inertia reel restraint system. 
Minimum, 5th-, 50th- and 95th-percentile grasping-reach envelopes have oeen 
ascertained. The Minimum and the 5th-percentlle grasping-reach envelopes are of 
major Importance since they describe the envelopes within which 99+ and 95 percent, 
respectively, of the Air Force flying population have grasping-reach capability. 
Situating controls within the workspace in accordance with these envelopes will 
assure a high level of personnel accommodation. The grasping-reach envelopes 
have been presented in the form of horizontal sections at 5-inch intervals, beginning 
at 5 inches below Seat Reference Point and extenc'ng to 50 inches above it.. 

The two most important factors influencing the size and shape of the grasping- 
reach envelope are (1) the distance from the center of shoulder rotation to the tip of 
the thumb, and (2) the characteristics of motion at the shoulder. The functional 
length of the arm approximates the radius of the envelope. Variability in the length of 
the arm directly affects the size of the envelope. The operator with greater mobility 
in his shoulders will tend to have greater reach capability. Other factors that 
influence reach capability have been discussed also. 

High values (high percentiles) in certain anthropometric dimensions tend to 
increase grasping-reach capability; high values in certain others tend to reduce this 
capability. Therefore, the term "5th percentile grasping-reach envelope" cannot be 
considered descriptive of the reach capability of the hypothetical "5th percentile 
man." It is a level of grasping-reach capability calculated to accommodate 95 percen1 
of the Air Force population. 
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APPENDIX I 

MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS OF LINEAR DISTANCES 
FROM 3RV WITHIN THE MINIMUM GRASPING-REACH ENVELOPE 

LEVEL . . 

- .- »5 20 ¿S 30 3S 40 4S 

Lies 
SD 

LI 50 * 
SD 12.36 
- 2.83 

UJi SD 11.44 
--- 2.77 

U20 * 
SD 10.67 
- 2.69 

U“S SD 10.S4 
- 2.70 

:,° SD IS.70 14.40 i 1.29 
- 3.17 2.34 2.73 

L7S cr. SD 12.57 IS.83 11.78 
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APPENDLX II 

THE SAMPLE: SUMMARY STATISTICS AND DESCRIPTIONS 

OF ANTHROPOMETRIC DIMENSIONS 

In investigations of this type, it is essential that the end results be applicable 
:o the using population. To accomplish this, it was necessary to select a group of 
subjects whose body sizes represented the general range of United States Air Force 
personnel. For our purpose, 10 dimensions were selected because their contribution 
to the arm reach envelope was likely to be greater than most others. The values for 
these dimensions were obtained on a sample of 20 subjects, 9 military and 15 
civilian personnel. The degree to which this microcosm represents the Air Force 
population (ref 16) is shown in table 5. 

Illustrations and descriptions of the anthropometric dimensions used in this 
study may be found on pages 77 through 81. 
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TABLE 5 

ANTHROPOMETRIC MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS: 
COMPARATIVE DATA* 

Study Sample (N=20) A.F. Sample (N=*00C-’t 

S.D. X 

32.33 

S.D. 

1.63 Functional Reach 

Biacromial Diameter 

Acromial Height, Sitting 

Stature 

Sitting Height 

Shoulder-Elbow Length 

Forearm-Hand Length 

Hand Length 

Weight 

Age 

Arm Reach from Wall 

Max. Reach from Wall 

X 

31.95 1.52 

15.71 0.75 

24.16 1.20 

69.56 2.63 

36.33 1.36 

14.42 0.62 

19.03 0.74 

7.55 0.23 

165.80 20.62 

27.90 5.41 

34.19 1.43 

38.22 1-54 

15.75 0.74 

23.26 1.14 

69.11 2.44 

35.94 1.29 

14.32 0.69 

18.86 0.81 

7.49 0.34 

163.66 20.86 

27.87 4.22 

34.59 1.65 

38.59 1.90 

♦All measurements are in inches, except for Weight end Age, which are in pounds 
and years, respectively. 

tFrom Anthropometry of Plying Personnel - 19 50, by Hertzberg, Daniels and 
Churchill (ref 16). 
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STATURL* 

Subject stands erect, looking directly 
iorward (head oriented in the Frankfort 
plane). With the anthropometer arm 
firmly touching the scalp, measure the 
vertical distance from the floor to the top 
of the head. 

All descriptions were taken from 
^■Qíl*ropom¿try of Flying Personnel-1950 
(ibid). 

SITTING HEIGHT 

Subject sits erect, looking directly 
forward (head oriented in the Frankfor* 
plane), and his feet resting on a surface 
so that his knees are bent at about 
right angles. With the anthropometer 
arm firmly touching the scalp, measure 
vertically from the sitting surface to 
the top of the head. 
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FUNCTIONAL REACH 

Subject stands erect in a corner of the 
room, his shoulders pressed against the 
rear wall, his right arm and hand 
extended horizontally along the side wall, 
except that the tips of his thumb and 
forefinger are pressed together. Using 
the scale on the side wall, measure the 
distance from the rear wall to the tip of 
the thumb. 

SHOULDER (ACROMIAL) HEIGHT SITTING 

Subject cits erect, his feet resting on a 
surface so that his knees are bent at 
about right angles. Using the anthropo- 
meter, measure the vertical distance 
from the sitting surface to right acromion 
as marked. 
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BIA CROM IAL DIAMETER 

lubject sits erect, his upper arms hang- 
ng at his sides and his forearms ex- 
ended horizontally. Using the anthropo 
neter, measure between the points 
narked at the ends of the shoulders 
acromion to acromion). 

SHOULDER-ELBOW LENGTH 

Subject sits erect, his right upper arm 
hanging at his side and his forearm 
extended horizontally. Using the 
anthrcpometer, measure the vertical 
distance from right acromion as marked 
to the bottom of the elbow. 

*1 

81 f, 
<1 
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FOREARM-HAN D LENGTH 

Subject sits erect, hii, right upper aim 
hanging at his side, his forearm and 
hand extended horizontally. Using the 
anthropometer, measure the distance 
from the tip of the right elbow to the 
tip of the longest finger. 

HAND LENGTH 

Subject's right hand is extended, palm 
up. With the bar of the sliding caliper 
lying along his palm, measure the 
distance from the proximal edge of the 
navicular bone at the wrist to the tip 
of the middle finger. 
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ARM REACH FROM WALL 

Subject stands erect in a corner of the 
room, his shoulders pressed against the 
rear wall, his right arm and hand expend¬ 
ed horizontally along the side wall. 
Using the scale on the side wail, 
measure the distance from the rear wall 
to the tip of the longest finger. 

MAXIMUM REACH FROM WALL 

Subject stands erect in a corner of the 
room, his back pressed against the rear 
wall and his right shoulder thrust as 
far forward as possible, his righ'i arm 
and hand extended horizontally along the 
side wall. Using the scale on the side 
wall, measure the distance from the 
rear wall to the tip of the longest finger. 
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